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RULEMAKING ISSUE 3_
(Affirmation) h

Ek
April 25,1994 SECY-94-ll4

$@U_ EQB: The Comissioners;

_ Q
[ ffQH: James M. Taylor, Executive Director for Operations W

SUBJECT: FINAL RULE: URANIUM MILL TAILINGS REGULATIONS; CONFORMING NRC
REQUIREMENTS TO EPA STANDARDS

'

PURPOSE:
u

_ To obtain Comission approval of a notice of final rulemaking to amend NRC
-

regulations governing uranium mill tailings to conform to recent amendments to.

EPA's generally applicable standards.

{ EACKGROUND:

-

Inforu.ation concerning plans for this rulemaking was initially provided to the
Comission in SEi.Y-91-399. . This rulaaking relates to a planned rescission ofm

the EPA's kationai Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs)
for radionucHde emissions fra licensed uranium mill tailings disposal sites
in Subpart T of 40 CFR Part W (Subpart T). Through consensus-building
discussions, a staff-level Memorandca of Understanding (MOU).was established
between NRC, EPA. and 1.he hireement States regulating uranium mill tailingsr

sites (Colorado, Texas, and Washington), which set out planned actions to
eliminate dual regulation of non-operational mill tailings sites. In
accordance with that MOU, EPA published, in December 1991, a stay of Subpart T
which' expires on June 30,-1994, a proposed rescission of Subpart T, and an
advance notice of a revision to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D. On April 1,-1993,

- EPA published a~ notice of 3 settlement agreement between EPA, the Homestake: Mining Company, the American Mining Congress, the Environmental Defense Fund,
_ the Natural Resources Defense Council, and 14 mill owners / operators. The
. Comission was not a signatory to this agreement, but did send a letter to the
; involved parties agreeing in principle with the agreement and promising to

carry out the actions desctibed in the agreement to the extent allowed by
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: The' Commiss'ioners - 2-

., ? applicable law and available resources. The reasons for this approach were
^ discussed in SECY-92-416.

1
~

u EPA published its proposed amendments.to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D on June 8,
C 1993 (58:FR 32174). The . Commission published proposed conforming amendments i

:to:10 CFR Part 40, Appeadix A on November 3, 1993_(58 FR 58657). EPA i

published its final amendments to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D on qNovember:15, 1993-(Enclosure 1). EPA also published a supplementary notice of ,

proposed rulemaking on.the rescission of 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart-T on
. February 7, 1994 (59 FR 5674). f

DISCUSSION:

\
The Commission is required by section 84a(2) of the Atomic Energy Act to j
conform its regulations to.the generally applicable standards in i
40 CFR Part 192. The schedule for doing so has been planned in order to carry l

out the provisions of the MOU and the settlement agreement and to allow for
the: rescission of.Subpart T before the expiration of its stay of. effectiveness

'on June 30, 1994. -

The amendments to~Subpart D of 40 CFR Part 192 added to the requirements for-
covering uranium mill' tailings to control the release of radon, provisions for
: timeliness -in completing the final radon barrier and a one time verification

!.that the barrier is effective in controlling radon releases. Prior to this "

action, the requirements for the cover over tailings consisted of a design '

standard only.

The only. matters that are discretionary on the part of the Commiss an in this-
rulemaking-are details of implementation. EPA's generally. applicable-
standard,; in this case,- includes some of the details' of implementation.- This- 1

-draft final rule adds details concerning reporting and recordkeeping to the. I

ba'ic requirements to which the Commission must' conform. To a limited extent,-
it also. addresses tailingsL reclamation activities beyond those_ addressed by ;

EPA (primarily erosion protection) in order to assure-that' the plans _ made.for
i

controlling radon releases in accordance with these' amendments to' Appendix A: |
do not adversely affect the. completion of other reclamation' activities.. H

In response to the proposed rule, comment letters were received from seven -
organizations: one State regulatory agency, the Environmental Protection 1
Agency, and five industry organizations.- - Commenters were generally
supportive;-most,:however, had some suggestions for modifications, many of-

.these reflecting a desire for stricter adherence to the words of the
_

. settlement' agreement or to EPA's final rule.

-
-
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The only substantive changes made in the enclosed final rule were made to
reflect the final amendments to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D. These concera
(1) the-number of milestones for which deadlines must be established in the
license and (2) the provisions for continued disposal during the closure
process.

The number of specific deadlines required has been reduced from five to three.
NRC's proposed rule listed dewatering and recontouring as separate milestones.
EPA's rule requires deadlines for only three milestones with dewatering and
recontouring shown as part of interim reclamation not as separate milestones.-
The rule, however, provides the option for additional deadlines on a case-by-
case basis for activities considered key to the emplacement of the final radon
barrier.

In EPA's final rule, the provisions for continued disposal during closure have
been modified to more closely agree with the settlement agreement. This final
rule has been modified to conform to the amendments of 40 CFR Part 192,
Subpart D, as adopted on November 15, 1993. The revisions are (1) that only
byproduct material, not "similar" material, may be approved for continued
disposal after the final radon barrier is complets except for a iimited
disposal area and the verification of radon flux levels has been made and~

,

'

(2) that public participation must be specifically provided for only in the
case of continued disposal after radon flux verification. Note that "public.
participation" has a special meaning for activities related to the final radon
barrier. It means that a notice-is to be published in the Federal Reaister to
allow for public comment prior to the amendment of a license.-

Editorial changes were also made to the final rule either for clarification or 1

to be more consistent with the definitions and language in 40 CFR Part 192,
Subpart D.

The preamble of the proposed rule presented an alternative interpretation of-
EPA's criteria for approving delays in meeting deadlines for the completion of
milestones. The EPA in its final rule notice confirmed that the
interpretation reflected in our proposed rule was correct and that the I

alternative interpretation was not appropriate. Thus, the provisions for
approval of delays have not been changed.

The affected Agreement State * were involved in the development of this !
regulatory approach at an early stage. This included the MOU negotiations and |review of a draft version of the proposed rule. No further coordination with ;
the affected Agreement States was considered necessary during development of

!this final rule as only minor changes were being made consistent with the ;
final amendments to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D. i

1

COORDINATION:
!

The Office of the General Counsel has no legal objection to this paper.

1

,
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RESOURCES:

Resources to conduct and implement this rLlemaking are included in the
FY 1994-1998 Five-Year Plan.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Comission:

1. Approve the Notice of Final Rulemaking for publication (Enclosure 2).

2. Certify that this final rule will not have a negative economic impact on
a substantial number of small entities in order to satisfy requirements
of the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 605(b).

3. Hote:
a. The rule will be published in the Federal Reaister and'will be

effective 30 days following publication;

b. A regulatory analysis will be available in the Public Document
Room (Enclosure 3); ,

c. An environmental assessment and a finding of no significant impact
have been prepared (Enclosure 4);

d. The Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business
Administration will be informed of the certification regarding
economic impact on small entities and the reasons for it as
required by the. Regulatory Flexibility Act;

e. The final rule contains information collection requirements that
are subject to review by OMB; OMB has reviewed and approved the
information collection requirements under approval number 3150-
0020;

f. The appropriate congressional comittees will be informed
j (Enclosure 5);

|
'

g. A public announcement will be issued (Enclosure 6); and

h. Copies of the Federal Register Notice of final rulemaking will be
distributed to all affected Comission licensees and the States of
Colorado, Texas, Washington, and Illinois. .The notice will be
sent to other interested parties upon request.

<

$

__ ____ _ __-_____-_ ____--___ _ __ __-__ _ _ . __-
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SCHEDULING:
|

| Final NRC action on 10 CFR Part 40 should be taken and the notice of final
| rulemaking published by May 31, 1994, so that EPA will be able to take final
'

action to rescind Subpart T by June 30, 1994, when the stay of effectiveness
of Subpart T expires, and in accordance with the schedule described in the
settlement agreement. EPA stated in its supplementary notice of proposed
rulemaking on the rescission of Subpart T that final action on this conforming
rule is a prerequisite to the rescission. To aid the Commission'a quick
review, a comparative version of the regulatory text showing changes .from the
preposed rule is included as Enclosure 7.

a.sM.Tayhr
E cutive Director

for Operations

Enclosures:
1. EPA Final Rule (58 FR 60340)
2. Federal Register Notice
3. Regulatory Analysis
4. Environmental Assessment and Finding

of No Significant Impact
5. Draft Congressional Letter
6. Draft Public Announcement
7. Comparative Text

Commissioners' commento or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Sacretary by COB Wednesday, May 11, 1994.

Commission Staff Office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissionerr, NLT Wednesday, May 4, 1994, with an infor-
mation copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper is of
such a nature that it requires additional review and comment,
the Commissioners and the Secretariat should be apprised of
when comments may be expected.

This paper is tentatively scheduled for affirmtion at an Open .!

Meeting during the Week of May 16, 1994. Please refer to the
appropriate Weekly Commission Schedule, when published, for a
specific date and time.

DISTRIBUTION:
Commissioners OPP
OGC REGION.AL OFFICES ~
OCAA EDO
OIG ACNW

t

OPA SECY
OCA

- _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION A. Petitions for Reconsideration sjtes to achieve compliance with the
AGENCY B. Sects a 112(dito)of the clean Air Act general environmental standards to be

Amendnwnts of 199o phe "Sunpaon promulgated by EPA.%ese sites were^ " dm40 CFR Part 192 C Memorandum of Understanding generally abandoned uranium
processing sites for which a license

(m.-4797-8)
D. Cu n R tory I%ceedings issued by the NRC or its predecessor,

,

Health and Environmental Standartis tu. I egal Basis for this Action the Atomic Energ Comnu,ssion (AEC), _p
for Uranium and Thorium Mill TaHing1s A. Statutory Authority forToday's Achon was not in effect on January 1,1978,

1. Emphasis Upon Expeditious Radoo The other program (Tit! II) pertained
AGEncv: Environmental Protection Contml . to active sites, which are those that are l
Agg,,,cy, 2. UMTRCA's Scheme and Purposes are llansed by the NRC or an affeded

|ACDOm Final rule. Consistent with Today's Action which A teement State. Requirements for6
Clarifies and Better implements EPA's licensed sites include the final disposal

SUMMARY: EPA is amending 'Is general Existing Regulations of tailings, including the control of
environmental regulations pertaining to B. Interpretive Caselew

radon after milling operations cease,1uranium mill tailings disposal sites
2 Min and AMCIU UMTRCA also required thot EPA

pursuant to the Uranium Mill Tailings
Radiation Control Act (UMTRCA) of

3. Caselsw Supports this Action Promulgate standards for these licensed
C Settlement Agreement sites, including standards that protect;

1978. The amendments clarify the IV. Amendments 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D human health and the environment in a
current rule by ensuring timely A.1.imited Scope manner consistent with standards
emplacement of a permanent redon B. Closure Requirements established under Subtitle C of the Solid
barrier and by requiring appropriate C. Appropriate Monitoring Waste Disposal Act, as amended. he

l monitoring for nonoperational uranium V. Discussion of Comments and Response to NRC, or the imnsing Agreement State,
! mill tailings disposal sites that are . Comments from NPR is responsible for implementing the EPA
j liansed by the Nuclear Regulatory VI y, jeduction Act standards at licensed uranium millingg pCommission (NRC) or one of its Ord sites.

Agreement States (affected Agreement k fcgu hFle Ibi ty Analysis As part of NRC's 1982 authorization
States).These affected Agreement States and appropriations, Congress amended
are Colorado, Washington, and Texas. I History of Regulation of Uraniam UMTECA on January 4,1983. Public
which are the states that license sites to Mill Tailings Law 97-415 sections 18(a) and 22(b),
manage uranlum byproduct materials A. Description of Uranium Mill Tailings ItPrintedin 21982 U.S. Code Cong. Aursuant to the Atomic Energy Act Admin. News at 96 Stat. 2077 and 2080.
fAEA). This action is related to anotherUranium mill talline are sand-like As partially amended thereby, EPA was
action by EPA to rescind its National wastes that result fror. ae processing of required to promulgate %tandards of
Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air uranium ore. Tailings are stored in large general applicabihty f. > Qe protection
Pollutants (NESHAPs) for redon surface impoundments, called piles, in of the public health, sai.ty, and the
emissions from the disposal of uranium amounts from Less than one million tons environment from radiological and

l
mill tailings at nonoperational sites to over thirty million tons. over areas nonradiological hazards associated with
which was promulgated on December that may cover hundreds of acres. Most the processing and with the possession,
15,1989, as it applies to sites licensed Piles are located in the Western United transfer, and disposal of byproduct
by the NRC or an affeded Agreement States and all piles emit radon gas, a material, e g., uranium mill tailings,
State decay product of the waste matenal Requirements established by the NRCt

Processed et the uraniuns mills. with respect to byproduct material mustDATES: Effective Date: January 14,1994.
To deal specifically with the risks conform to the EPA standards. AnymR NMMORamlON CONTACT: Gale

C. Bonanno. Air Standards and associated with these piles Congress re uirements of such standards adopted
passed the Uranium MillTailings by the NRC shall be amended as theEconomics Bnmch (6602J), Criten,a and
Radiation Control Act (UMIRCA)in NRC deems necessary to conform toStandards Division ,0ffice of Radiation 1978 (42 U.S.C 2022,7901-7942). In EPA's standards. In establishing suchand Indoor Alt, Environmental

Protection Agency, Washington, DC enacting UMTRCA, Congress found that standards, the Administrator was to
uranium mill tailings may pose a consider the risk to the public health,204GO, (202) 233-9219.
potential and significant radiation safety, and the environment, the

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION: health hazard to the public, and that environmental and economic Costs of
Docket every reasonable effort should be made applying such standards, and such other

to provide for the stabilization, disposal, factors as the Administrator determines
Docket A-91-67 contains the and controlin a safe and to be appropriate. See 42 U.S.Crulemaking record. The docket is environmentally sound manner of such 2022(b)D).available for public inspection between tailings in order to prevent or minimize

the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday radon diffusion intotbe environment B. EPA and NRC's UMTRCA
through Friday,in room M1500 of and to prevent or minimize other Rulemohngs
Waterside Mall,401 M Street SW., environmental hazards from such EPA is authorized to promulgate
Washington, DC 20460. A reasonable fee tailings. See 42 U.S.C. 7901(a). Under generally applicable environmental
may be charged for copying. UMTRCAitwo programs were standards to govern the remediation
Table of Contents established to protect public health and process. 42 U.S.C 2022(a) and 7918 (as

the environment from the hazards to DOE sites):42 U.S.C 2014 andI. History of Regulation of Uranium Mill
associated with uranium mill tailings. 2022(b) (as to NRC licensed sites). On

A. tion of Uranium Mill Tailings One program (Title I) required the January 5,1983. EPA promulgated final
B. EPA and NRC's UWRCA Rulemakings Department of Energy (DOE) to conduct rules for the disposal and cleanup of the
C. EPA's Clean Air Act Rulemaking the necessary remecial actions at inactive uranium mill taihngs sites

!!. Chellenge to Subpart T designated inactive uranium mill tailing under UMTRCA Title I(48 FR 605).
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Title I requirms.the Department of Cir.1985). cent denied 426 U1.1158 mannee. Thew NE3 HAPS were-
*

Energy-(DOEl ta ennAnM remedial. (1986L On September 24 1987, EPA published on Decernbec 1% 1989-(5+ FR
adlon atinactiva uranium milMca. propesadinew regulataans to replace 51654) codified at.4a CFRpant 61..
sites taansucacompliance with EPA's those set asida l4&CFRyart 19e..subpart subpad.T (nonoperationall and subpazt
regulatieus.for rnpsdymanagmg. C. 53 FR36000). hfinalaction for W (operatibnal).
uranium mataruda, h that ademakmg.is,penamy andis not. The NESHAP for nonoperational
program. tinacihe silas ufres tha , affected by today's amum

. . umnium mitttadingr. codiEndat 4tr
dispoonf oftathugs andthe p.ef, On October 16,1985, NRC CFR part 67, anBpart T; e er to both.
co-dte Inmtlana-w--"iwkh promulgated ruferst 7trCPR perf 40 to Tideland ThieEsites; standad
tabgs. DOEis.respamchta for conform the pauvkastNRCz'5alattens has th.se prunary.w." atr. Tfrac, it-

implementing the standards established issued fiveyoursendierto thea imposes air emissfon hmit of 2n pCf/inz.-
by EPA.with thea=cwsense aithe prmdaimms ofRA'kgenenattMTBCA s of radbo 222*fhun a disposedpilm
NRC, andin cooperation.Wth thahost standards at 4t ERpart 2SLasit consistent witir the UMTRCA standard.
states hnequrrementa developdta affected arattins othee than grand weter Second, it requims that, once a uinniura
implementh Thief paogram are not protection (50FE42853 OniNovember

mill tailingt piTe crimbmust be
d uent

the subpct of t<xiay'arulemaking:. 13.1987. NRCprormulgated firral rules ceases tabeeperatiem
On April 29,1983. EPA,ymposed for ground watue protection at uranfum disposedofandbmughtArto

standards for Title 11==nInru and milttamnp sites thatconformed to compliam:e with the emiston limit
thorium mill tailings sites (4a FR provisiana ofEFA's standards for within two of the effbetive date of195841 These rules were promulgated ground.watar protaction at 40 CFR part the stand (by Decembea15.19911oron Septamber 30 1983 (4a FR 45%36), 192. subpexts D andE(51PR 43553h within two years of the dh.y it czases toandare cod &d at 4aCFR part 182, Undertim NBC regnistions. uranium be operational, whichever is later. ITit
subparts D and E. Title B applies to milling operatiana that process or
currently operating mnium min dispose of uransum andthurium and- was not physically possible for a mili

owner oroperstaNcompletrdispsaltallings farmtias hnaad by the NRC at their et meterials.must apply to- within that time. EI'A.sontaurplated aan Agreement State..The Title Il the fors.lscense In its application negotiatedcomplianceagmement widtprognuneh"*h-t requhaments fa. for an NRC.!!cnose. the owner er b min ewna et opesetar pmtothe finaldisposalof tailings,the centrol operator ofthe millamstL -+ta
-of efUuents into ground water, and the expected compliance with the EPA's enforcement authority to assu e

that dis as
redon ==4*#ana durmaand afLee technical, nn -i4 emanarship,and q@posal will be

'

aspossibk .R mqubmilHng o,Wm La requirementa long team snrvesilanca rapirements of.
are divided into two pazts. The first part NRC's implementing regu4ations during monitoring of the dispeemdpueto
applies to the management of tamnp the siting and constnaction of the mill , demonstrate complisuce with.the radon

emhdon Mduring the active life of the pile and its operation, the decontamination and As notM ea&r..hnmwical radca-during the subsequent closure period. decommissioning of the mill after ,muso,, limit.h h same as b
which begins aRercassation of milling operations cease, and the reclamation of

UMTRCA standard at 40CER 142'operations but prior to completion of the mi!!ing facility and its surrounding subpart D (sub art D)(altho underfinal disposal, including the period of environs. In accordance with.10 CFR
time when the tallings are drying out. 40.41(e), the NRC may incorporate in UMTRCA, b mitis tobe met thmugh
ne second part of the requirements any license or later amend the license to prope dengn of b dispod,

impoundment, and is tobespecifies the standards that must be met include additional requirement
conditaans with. respect to theb,s andimolemented by DOE and NRC foe theonce b piles are closed.,These censee'' inhvidualWWibMer b hstandards govern the design of disposat receipt, possession, use, and transfer of

6 staMard k an embsiena limh withsystems, and thereforv guide.the source orbproductimatenal'as it deems
activities carned ont during the closure appropriate or necessary to protect compliance established through

od toensure the adequacy of the health or to mmimrze dangsr oflife or monitoring). However, the two year
disposal requimment and the mdonmal cover. For NRC licensed mill property.
monitoring requirement are not

[a C EPA's Cleon Air Act Rulemal.ing separately required by the existing
s a are e ose

designed to control radon emissions to Both the UMUtCA standards UMTRCA mgulations.
a flux not to exceed an everage release Promulgated by EPA in 1983 and the U. Challenge to Subpart T
rate of 20 pCi/mLs for 1000 years to the implementing NRC standards
extent reasonably achievable, but in any Promulgated in 1985, failed to require or A Peddons for RecondemtJon

,

event for at least 200 years.40 CFR otherwise establish compliance After promulgating subpart T. EPA
192.32(b)(1) (i) and (ii). schedules to ensure that the tailings received petitions for reconsideration ,

Both the UMTRCA Title I and Title Il piles would be expeditiously closed, filed by NRC, the American Mining
i standards were challenged by several and that the 20 pCi/mos standard Congress (AMC), Homestake Mining Co.
~

parties in the Tenth Ciztuit Court of would be met, within a reasonable Among other concerns set forth in these
Appeals. On September 3.1985 the period of time. Moreover, the NRC petitions is the argument that the _
cnurt upheld all aspects of EPA's criteria also failed to require monitoring overlap between EPA's subpart D of the
standards, excepting the ground water to verify compHanna with the fhax UMTRCA regulatJons and subpert T of
provisions of the Title I regulations at 40 standard (50 FR 41852).In response to the CAA NESHAPhas resuhed in
CFR 192.20(a)(2H3). Araerican Mining the separate requirements of the Clean regulations that are imnecenarily
Congress v. Thomas. 772 F.2d 617 (10th Air Act, and in light of the shortcomings burdensome and duplicative. It was also

of the current UMTRCA program for alleged that subpart T was. unlawful
im wn wim m. ma in 40 crR Pd ss2 NRC-licensed uranium mill tailings because it was physically impossible to

sutspart D. EPA intends Veur a md ir today's sites. EPA pmmnigated standstds under come into complience with subpart Tino",[,d".""[*| ,*.".$t t 4 nYe$d the Clean Air Act to ensure that the the time required. While these petitions,

p.rt si .utsp.it T. piles would be closedin a timely remain pending before EPA (at least in
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part), EPA has taken several actions to tailings closure plan for redon to nonoperational site limnses are *

address the issues they raise. include key closure milestones and a * modified in accordana therewith, EPA
B Section 222(d#9)of the Clean Air Act sche.luie for timely emplacement of a currently intends to pro a finding in
Amendmentsof1950(the Simpson permanent rsdon barrier on all the Federal Register an provide an
Amendment *) nonoperational tailings impoundrnents additional 30 any comment period on

to ensure that radon emissions do not whether the NRC regulatory program
In November 1990, Congress amended exceed a flux of 20 pCi/ms-s. protects public health with an am

the CAA and included a new section. margin of safety. After this occurs,pleEPAsection 112(d)(9), which authorized EPA D. Current RegulatoryProceedings. 4

is likely to taka final action on its [to decline to segulate radionuclide On December 31,1991. EPA took
proposal to rescind 40 CFR pan 61, . ~, 4

emissions from NRC licensees under the several steps towards fulfilling its subpart T.
CAA provided that EPA found, by rule, responsibinties under the MOU and in Consistent with their responsibilitiesafter consultation with NRC, that the implementing the"Simpson nnder the MOU, as well na EPA's
regulatory scheme implemented by NRC Amendment" by publishing three proposal to rescind the NESHAP at 40
protects the public health with an ample Federal Register (FR) notices. In the CFR part 61, subpart T, NRC and theof safety.Today's action is first notice (56 FR 67537) EPA affected Agreement States have agreeded to assist EPA in making the published a final rule to stay the to amend the licenses of all
n
"Simpson Amendment" finding for effectiveness of 40 CFR part 61, subpart nonoperational uranium mill tailings'
NRC licensed uranium mill tailings T, as it applies to owners and operators sites in ensure inclusion of schedulesdisposal sites, as it seeks to fill the of nonoperational uranium mill tallin8s for emplacing a permanent radon barriertiming gaps and other concerns that- disposal sites. The stay will remain in on the tallings impoundments, as well

4

i underlie EPA's 1989 decision to effect until the Agency rescinds the as interim milestones. To this end. NRC| promulgate subpart T. uranium mill tailings NESHAP at 40 and the Agreement States have already
C Memorandum of Understonding CFR part 61, subpart T, and amends the requested the licensees to voluntarily
Between EPA ondNRC UMTRCA standards at 40 CFR part 192 seek amended licenses and have

to ensure that the remaining rule .re as processed those requests. Moreover,in July of1991. EPA, NRC and the protective of public health with an NRC and the affected Agreement Statesaffected Agreement States entered into ample margin of safety, as would have agreed to enforce the provisions ofdiscussions over the dual regulatory implementation of the CAA rule being the amended licenses to ensureprograms established under UMTRCA
and the CAA. In October 1991, those rescinded. If EPA fails to complete these compliance with the new schedules for
discussions resulted in a Memorandum rulemakings by June 30,1994, the stay emplacing a permanent radon barrier,
of Understanding (MOU) between EPA, will expire and the requhements of including interim milestones, and to

subpe.it T will become effective. ensure (and verify) compliance with theNRC and the Agreement States which In a second notice published on 20 pCi/ma-s flux standatd.outlines the steps each party will take December 31,1991, the Agency
to both eliminate regulatory redundancy proposed to rescind the NESHAPs for IIL Legal Basis For This Action
end to ensure uranium mill tailings radionuclides that appear at 40 CFR part A. Stotutory Authorityfor Today'spiles are closed as expeditiously as 61, subpart T, as they apply to Actionpracticable. See 56 FR 55434 (MOU nonoperational uranium mill tailings
reproduced as part of proposal to stay disposal sites licensed by the NRC or an 1. Emphasis Upon Expeditious Radon
subpart T): see also 56 FR 67537 (final Agreement State (56 FR 67561). Contml
rule to stay subpart T).The primary In the third notice. EPA published an The crux of this action is additionalpurpose of the MOU is to ensure that advanced notice of proposed regulatory means to ensure expeditious
owners of uranium mill tailings disposal rulemaking to amend 40 CFR part 192, and permanent control of redon
cites that have ceased operation, and subpart D (56 FR 67569) to provide for emissions from uranium mill tallings
owners of sites that will cease operation site closure to occur as expeditiously as piles after active milling operations
in the future, bring those piles into practicable considering technological have ceased.The importance of
compliance with the 20 pCI/ms.s flux feasibility (including factors beyond the timeliness is inherent to UMTRCA. It is
standard as expeditiously as practicable control of the licensee), and appropriate evidenced by Congress' action in
considering technological feasibility rnonitoring requirements for amending UMTRCA to require prompt
(including factors beyond the control of nonoperational uranium mill tallings EPA rulemaking action, and by thethe licensee) with the goal that all piles. These amendments would ensure actual terms of Title 11. It is also
current disposal sites be closed and in timely compliance and add monitoring evidenced by the legislative history forcompilance with the tsdon emission requirements currently lacking in the Title 11, contained in UMIRCA's two-
standard by the end of 1997, or within UMTRCA regulations. part House Report, which confirmsseven years of the date on which EPA has tentatively concluded that UMTRCA's purpose to requireexisting operations and standby sites with today's modifications to the expeditious public heahh protection.

.

'

enter disposal status. This goal general UMTRCA regulations, as See H. Rep. 95-1480(!) (Aug.11,1978)comports with Congress' concern over properly implemented by the NRC and ("HR 1") (Interior and Insular Affairstiming as reflected in CAA section the Agreement States to ensure specific. Committee) and H. Rep. 95-1480(11)112(1)(3), as amended. enforceable closure deadlines and (Sept. 30,1978) ("HR 2") (Interstate and
in accordance with the MOU, the NRC monitoring requirements, the NRC's Foreign Commerm Committee),and affected Agreement States have regulatory program for nonoperational reprinted in 61978 U.S. Code Cong. &

agreed to amend the licenses of all sites uranium mill tailings piles would Admin. News at 7433-7478 (UMTRCAwhose milling operations have ceased protect the public health with an ample passed the House on October 14,1978,
and whose tailings piles remain margin of safety. However, prior to and was signed into law on Nov. 8,partially or totally uncovered. The finalir.ing its rule to rescind subpart T. 1978).amended licenses would require each after NRC conforms its regulations to the Both parts of the House Report mirrormill operator to establish a detailed UMTRCA rules as modified, and all UMTRCA's statutory language by:(1)
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Mak ing cleas-that UMTRCA is pcisma ri?y expededaction as eanhnitle II she identiGed as tha psimary threat to.

direcame ta binkir siaks assoemrod walm within thsee or atthe most.five, years of, public heetlh. and allitailings. ara ta be
raden-222 odesseminen the ec ueromment. enactment: controlled,without azception
frochunaniara salttailfags. dis and yor eneblim such'perkd (for. in itsTabruszy 1983 penposal. for ths.

(2) smiting tur "evasy a.afort implereacting t;!MTEA esqunamentst existing UMTRCA rules. EPA,took nota.

. . .to provida.fies n&edhposal. - would be 'hyserr fellewmg enactment or, of the January 1982 amendinents to

stabilizatsessandcasttrohhmaasfu and unti&the timenewhkh.thelisannee's tkansa UMTRCA calling,fbrEFYt to p-.Tyk
env'- .-- " sounstmasmeares sucir. wouM nzstba

'

to be reaawed. . rules or rasallaauthority tndthso:"WE'
(utamesm.mittNailings" ISh at t2..but widcBever ts tim oogpperiode * * nino (sic),am thenafbzayuno ta.-.

288 88 Er*C' WId eh thasa stcadaads,2 st 25:blR 3 at t3 Empedki-w asntmk Y**'t "c8"'""#
of disposedtadhigstwaspomeroeunt Ag expeditiously." 48 FR 19585. EPA notas

TitleIstems.205 tis W wht, HR 1 at 22:;ena al' o.Ilat23 that elthe.22 limanned unanium millss
(authodzing,immaMaf a expenditures By only is.wera operating,.E had recenf fyEPA. NRC.ased tilehast. State)was .

DOEandNRCarunmediation1. closed.and otherahad been st-f forrquisied esquidly masendste disposed. Mmeter whilb timery somatime ld EFA.mizzr,redCongresstailings sitse "1ss ascord wkh necessity
for reducing the most threatening implementation ofTittb ItconM in referencing radanemissfantas tha

financraITy or otherwise burden primary source orpublic health riskhazarde irrst Hitt se75.The same licensees, rather than delay from these sites, and noted that pedbo@tfo-waseccmdof t&U. imp ementation.Corrgress recognizede emissiens rates are cunwntty et theirldispesef aftee, wMch showid "hv alf these hurrimis and instructed NRClo peak. Id. EA then 11sted:the panoplyerasa be6dWaW take such hardships furo acroont. Hi existing guidana materiale, including-
States and'the Chmorission. to the
.maximura extent allowed by the stare of Rep. No. 95-T4BDITTat 44. White NRC, the AI ARApsincipia Ghatsadiation.

was pmvided some authenty to
,

exposure be limited ta a level"aslow
the art. to insurethet the pubfie and the, reasonably implement EPNs regulations as reasonably achisv.able")$ and
environment will be protecasd hum,the n a situ-by sitebasis, it was assumed pmposed,that les.UMTRCA standards.hazards from the tailf rgs for as loog.as. that irr general the reguthtiem would be " supplement"the e; dating g idanm.in i
they remain a hazard? Td. at> 1 A16 To-

|furtherunderscore the urgent purpose. I"[*"' * L
,,,,, d es e .

#*# **"#' '"E**M'**"*the W e EPA.NRCamfthe Agreement Staatsto
The committee la convloced that all promtrigateandconform their A"fd in that,

tallings pose a potentlaf and signiScent respective reguistions. See 42 !?.SC assurn adequatepretsetiandh public
radiation heutth hazard to the public 2027 and 202Z. As noted abo * a; EPA health, safety and the environment;.(21.can
Legislation ir cecaed imwie stabilize and delay irr pmmulgating stund's rds led to- be implemented using preserdly awaifaMe
control aH such tailingsin e safe end g g .e hM E Wch techruques and measuring instruinents; and

*" N " M *,*""dradw$ addedlenguage requiring that EPA 13f are r}s{nable in terme ef'bveralt asts
"

, '"
bazards to thspoblic . . Promulgate final Title IFstandards by

h committsu..bemaever, is also cnovinced October 1983 or Inse the sight to do so; Id. at 19587 femphasis addedI. In
that it would be a grievous and costly 42 U.S.C. 2022(b7(aSamended by Pub. soliciting comment. EPA explicit!:y
mistake to authanan a remedial poogram for 1 97415h see H. Conf. Rep. No. 97- stated that it " assumed fal15.por i

inactive millaires w.lthoutalso enactina 884. at 44-45. reprinted in 41982 0.3. opemtiog and 5-yeos dry-ouf* period.. i

regulatory Tegislation te control the ewn Code Cong. & Adrain. News at 3614-15 and that the Agency was concerned {
rnare senous proWem at octfve (f.e Title 111 (expressing concern over EPA delay and about potentially significant, risks.to !
mm sites. emphasialog the impostancs or public.haahh during.those periods. Id '

HR 2 at 2a(emphasis added). tirnelinessi. at 19600.Takerttogethet--by basing ils .-

"Gis intent la irnplemented by Dyring the txrrw paciod forNRCta regulations.an " presently avaHabla"*

provisionsin title U Forwm NRC conbrrn its ongulationato EEris, NRC'is- means. and by expresslag concern over j

implements EPNa general standards for not expected to "suspendthe the transition pedods-EHA was
title Il through, licensing of active implementation or enforcement of its assuming that compliance would ocrur
tailings sites, which licenses must be regulations." H. Conf. Rep. No. 92-884 expeditiously without delay While
timely modified to conform to . at 45, enneress further made clea ' i EPA recognized that there would be i

environmental standards. NRC licenses view that UMTRCA bnplementatio some leg in time before final closurs !
Issued or renewed after, enactment of proceed immediately. going so far as to could occur fl.e., to allow the tailings to. |

UMTRCA must contain the terms and note that for title I sites "the '7. year dry). EPA certainly was not i

conditions which the NRC determines clock' for the completion of cleanup contemplating a period of additional or i

to be necessary to assure that prior to- . . begins to run (for DOE) October 1, indefinite delay between ceased 1

ternunation of the licensathe licensee 1982." Id. As to title II sites, during the operations and finalclosure. !

will comply with decontarninstion, transition period for EPA to propose and These purposes and assumptions
decommissioning..and seclamation promulgate regulations (and although its were further augmented by EPA in:
standards prescribed by the NRC rules wouldbe suspended during that taking Onal action on the rules. In i

consistent with EPNSgeneral standards. peried)"NRC is authorized to take such listing the major provisions, EPA stated |
!

Any license in effect onthe enactment actionasit may deem necessary.on a that the rula "(4) (r)equires that disposal
date of 42 U.S.C. 2113(a) must either licensee-by-licensee basis, to pmtect of uranium milttailings piles be. l

contain the terms and conditions of publichealth. safety. and the designed so that, after disposal, radon j
renewal, or comply with paragraphs (1) environment." Id. at 4A emissio'as willbe limited to 20.(pCi/ i

and (2) of section 2113(alupon the Thus, the legislativa scheme is one of ms-s)." 48 FR 45927..The tane is one |

termination of the licanse .whichever urgency. EPA is to promptly promulgate of immediacy. suggesting thatthe i
ficst occurs. See 42 U.S.C.2113[4This regulations that will promptly be requirements willapply as soon aa.
provision.which went intraeffect upon implemented at each site thoough possible, without any momdelay than.

~j

enactment, meant that ConEresa licensingby MRC. Radbniemissions are is necessary toimplementthe design ,

i
;
;

i
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standard.His is emphasized by EPA minor amendments, it seeks to clarify ne court in AMCIbegan its analysis
noting the danger oflung cancer from and supplement that schsme in a with tJMTRCA's statutory purposes and

- inhaling redon emissions, a danger that manner that will better support its structure, quoting the Congressional
e.'xists as much today as it will later in initialintent. Without setting forth findings at 42 U.S.C. 7901(a) (set forth

- time. Id, at 45928: mandatorfschedules, EPA generally above). 772 F.2d. at 621. no court also

Tailings pose a present hazard to human requires tnat once a site becomes noted that the 1982 UhERCA
health. Beyond this immediase but generally nonoperational (i.e., when final closure amendments meant that Congresa
limited health throet, the tailings are begins), a barrier to cont of redon will strongly desired that the public health
vulnerable to human misuse and to dispersal be emplaced as expeditiously as protection regulations quickly go into
by natural forces for an essentially indefinite practicable considering technological effect:" Anxious to insutute standards -
Period. feasibility (including factors beyond the for the mill tailings. Congress also

. hus EPA acted to immediately limit control of the licensee). Interim provided that should the EPA miss the
the present hazards and immediately milestones towards emplacement will extended deadline, remedial action

halt hazards in the future by requiring support and better assure this progress. would commence using th proposed
. that final closure expecitiously occur and post-emplacement monitoring will standards."Id. at 623 (citations

following ceased operations. serve as confirmation that the design of omitted).

, UMTRCA's Scheme and Purposes are the cover is working as intended.
The court addressed the contention

that a prerequisite to any regulations is..

Consistent With Today's Action which B. Interpretiw Coselow that EPA find that uranium mill tailings
fies and ter Implements EPA's

Judicial review of EPMs and NRC's Present a significant risk to public
regulations has resulted in several !!ealth. Id. at 627. no court disagreed,"E '8 * "*

Today's action is intended to fill gaps written opinions by the United States finding that Congress had already
and otherwise clarify EPA's existing Court of Appeals for the 10th Orcuit. spoken strongly on this issue:
regulations in order to ensure the nose opinions interpret UMTRCA in it would be disingenuous to hold, after
expeditious, effective, and permanent much the same manner as does EPA- reading Congmv own statement of its
control of redon emissions. By making radon controlis paramount,and . findings and purposes, that the EPA must

make its own determination of whetherminor amendrnents to 3:PA,s Congress intends that EPA and NRC Mdo"' mis 8 ion * Present a risk significant toregulations to explicitly requ, existingire

[romulgate regulations to protect publicwanant ngu anon under the maemplacement of a radon barrier as ealth in a manner that has immediate
Id.no court also reviewed theexpeditiously as practicable considen,ng and long lasting effect. More

technological feasibility (including particularly, with exce tion only as to legislative history, and concluded that
factors beyond the control of the matters not at issue to ay, the courts " Congress chose to consider protecting

upheld EPA's and NRC's regulations, future generations by enacting thelicensee), interim milestones toward'

that the design of the redon barrier is includinfbenefits'the agencies' consideration of UMTRCA and requiring the immedsote
emplacement, and monitoring to assare

stabilization and disposalof thosec,,,, ,,
effective, EPA is better fulfilling toilings."Id. (emphasis added).

It is worthwhile to review the fourCongress' purposes in enacting After dispensin with other less
oP nions interpreting UMTRCA:(1) pertinent issues, t e court theniUMTRCA for Title Il sites. As set forth

above, Congress quite clearly was American Mining Congress v. Thomas, addressed EPA's consideration of costs |seeking, through UMTRCA, to protect 772 F.2d,617 (toth Or.1985) ("AMCl") and benefits. In drawing a middle
public health from the dangers (addressmg EPA s UMTRCA inactive
associated with redon emissions, both site regulations):(2) AMCv. Thomas. c.ourse between cost-benefit. optimization" (advanced by industry).
today and into the future, and has taken 772 F.2d 640 (toth Or.1985 "AMC and feasibility analysis (advanced by
measures to require that EPA and the ll")(addressing EPA's UMTR active environmental groups), the court *
implementing agencies (DOE and NRC) site regulations): (3) Qumro Mining Co. determined only that " EPA must
do so expeditiously. Nothing in today's v. NRC,902 F.2d 781 (10th Or.1989) consider the costs involved in the
action is intended to modify the (addressing NRC's implementmg regulations and, with the guidance of
essential purposes or the essential criteria) and (4) AMCv. NRC,902 F.2d Congress' intent, find that these costs
aspects of the existing regulatory 781 (10th Or.1990)("AMC111") bear a reasonable relationship to the
scheme; rather, EPA intends to better (addressmg amendments to NRC's benefits derived."Id. at 632.
fulfill Congress' mandates by clarifying in.plementing criteria). In AMCll, the court applied its ,

the existing requirements. 1. AMCI and AMCII analysis to the subpart D active site j
In promulgating the 1983 regulations, . regulations (that EPA is today clanfymg 1

EPA intended and expected expeditious The inactive site regulations at issue and otherwise amending). 772 F.2d at
'

,

progress towards radon control once an in AMCI are codified at 40 CFR part 643. The court upheld EPA's regulations
active site ceased milling operations. 192, subparts A-C: the active site in their entirety, commenting that even
EPA " assumed . . . (a) 5-year dry-out" regulations at issue in AMCllare though EPA's cost estimates were
period after milling operations had codified at 40 CFR part 192 subpart D. "significant"(if accurate)." Congress
ceased, and based its regulations on that and are the subject of this action. Stated placed the responsibility for evalualms *'

assumption. EPA did not, however, generally, the court in AMCIupheld them upon the EPA without imposmg a
explicitly mandate a set period for EPA's inactive site regulations under specific cost-benefit requirement." id et
drying out, in part due to the variable UMTRCA. except as regards a failure to 646.
circumstances at each site, and also adopt provisions to protect surface and
because expeditiousness was implicit to groundwater. The court in AMCll

2. Quivira Mm.mg and AMCIII

regulatory and statutory schemes, likewise upheld EPA's active site The Quivim Mining case involved |

viewed as a whole, regulations (including the groundwater industry challenges to NRC's 1985 i|
Today's action does not seek to protection provisions), and in so doing UMTRCA criteria, which conform their

.

relied upon the extensive statutory 1980 criteria to EPA's UMTRCA !change EPA's rationale or scheme set .

forth in its 1983 rule. Rather, through interpretation set forth in AMCI. regulations for active sites as ,

1'

'
,i

I

f T
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j promulgated in 1983 and upheld in intended to betterimplement EPA's Discuuions continued with the .

|
' AMCIand AMCH, WM above (the 1983 rules. htigants and NRC, and in February

underlying EPA regulations are the EPA has duly considered costs in its 1993, final agreement was reached to |

subject of this action). Industry draft Background Information Document settle the pending htigation and the i

primarily argued that NRC had failed to (BID) which addasses EPA's administrative proceeding, avoid f

properly consider costs and beneSts in consideration of costs and benefits. Few potential future litigation, and otherwise |

promulgating its 1985 criteria. 886 F.2d if any additional costs will be incurmd agree to a consensus approach to
at 1249. He court disagreed and upheld by site owners or operators as a resuh regulations of NRClicensed
NRC's 1965 criteria, f sding that NRC's of this final action, since time radon nonoperational uranium mill tallings
consideration of costs in its 1980 control has always been disposal sites. See 58 FR 17230 (April

rub aaWae.cxrupled with EPA':. Moreover, the cost analysi which EPA 1,1993) (notics announcing settlement

consideration of costs in its 1983 active conducted forits 1963 rulernMntr agreement under CAA section 113(g)). A
site rulam.uno. adequately fulfilled the remalna relevant, since today's action copy of the settlement agreement is also

nlatively deferential " cost-benefit encompasses amendments to the in the docket to this action.
UMTRCA tions to clarify and The settlement agreement addsratirmalkation" required by UMTRCA.
anhanca im et.2entation of the comprehensive detail to, and therebyId. at 1250,1257- 58. '

fundamen regulatory scheme continues, the approach set forth in the
Regarding NRC's reliance upon EPA's contained in EPA's 1983 UMTRCA MOU. Ifimplemented,the agreement Iearlier consideration of costs, the court mies, will result in the expeditious control of '

acknowledged ambiguity as to whether redon-222 emissions at nonoperational
UMTRCA requires that NRC consider C. The Settlement Agreement

uranium mill tallings disposal sitescosts "acew."Id. et 1257. The court Two additionalitems further e ain without the delays and resourceresolved the ambiguity in favor of NRC,
deferring to the agency's reasonable *8".do\ i expenditures engendered by litigation8

, i) and contentious administrative process.construction:"It is a permissible 112 (including EPA rulemakin8 It willenable EPA to fulSiltheconstruction of the 'due consideration' 6enunder), and (2) a hugadon requirement of section 112 (d)(9) thatcommand for the NRC to accept the EPA
cost. benefit analysis for the revised **d" tared aby N '6e EPA Snd, by rule, that the NRC i8"*

,gg cg,[ industry and environmental regulatory program ects public
critaria." Id. at 1258. health with an amp e margin of safety,ne courtin AMCmaddassed it does this,in , by changing EPA'srenewed industry challenges, this time 8#7 to the risks associated UMTRCA tions such that public
to 1987 amendments to NRC's UM'IRCA with ,in hght of the Simpson health will as well protected undercriteria. 902 F.2d at 782. Among other Amendment and in order to fostar a UMTRCA as wouldimplementation of j

things, industry again pressed its consensus approach to regulation in thIs subpart T under the CAA. |argument that NRC had failed to area. EPA commenced discussions with Under the agmement, the pending ,

acequately consider costs and benefits NRC,the American Mining Congress htigation will not be dismissed untilunder UMTRCA. Id. at 783. And again ("AMC"), Homestake Mining Co., the after certain terms in the agreement are
the court held that because EPA had Environmental Defense Fund ("EDF") fulahed. Momow, ee agmement does
properly considered costs and benefits and the Natural Resources Defense not legall bind or otherwise restrictin 1983,"NRC performed its due Counsel ("NRDC").Each has a diact ts or obb adons under law;EPAa 6* terest in the matter, allbut NRC hadconsideration obligation here when it : rather, its terms (paragraph 12), there
conformed to the EPA's regulations it challenged EPA's promulgation and/or is no recourse for a court order to
was required to adopt."Id. at 784. stay of subpart T and collectively, they t. ee the

hed orically found little common im lemen 6,a a3.Caselaw Supports his Action g,

The judicialinterpretations set forth As a result (and as discussed above), terms cf the final agreement is

above are relevant to this action in two in October 1991, a Memorandum of activation of the underlying htigation.
his action is consistent with theways:(1)The AMCland AMCH Understanding ("MOU") was signed by settlement agreement. By clarifying and

decisions affirm Congmss' strong EPA and NRC setting forth the outline
interest in the expeditious control of to a regulatory approach that would best filung gaps in EPA's UMTRCA
radon at active (i.e., NRC. licensed) resolve the differences between EPA

mgulations. EPA may, after the other

uranium mill talling disposal sites; and and NRC. As contemplatedby the MOU, elements in the settlement agreement
(2) the Quivira Mining and AMCJU on December 31,1991. EPA took final are also implemented, be able to make

the finding necessary to resemd subpart
decisions set forth the scope of cost- action to stay and propore rescission of T under section 112(d)(9). If properly
benefit considerations, including the subpart T urider section 112(d)(9), and implemented, a unified regtJ- atory
propriety of relying upon earher efforts to issue an advance notice of proposed

scheme under UMTRCA has the
to the extent the regulations are not rulemaking under UMTRCA. See 55 FR advantage of avoiding confusing and
charting a new course. 67537,67561 and 67569. In order to

unnecessarily duplicative regulation,
This action is directed at clarifying preserve its rights. EDF filed a lawsuit

and better effecting EPA's intent in challenging the legahty of the stay. EDF while also protecting public health with
promulgating the 1983 rules that there v. Reilly, No. 92-1082 (D.C. Cir.). an ample znargin of safety.

I
not be any undue delay in controlling Litigation had previously been filed by IV, Amendments to 40 CFR Part 192,
radon emissions once a disposal site EDF, NRDC, AMC, Homestake and Subpart D |

I
ceases milhng operations.The others, challenging subpart T. AMC, et A. Limited Scope I

regulatory language, including in terim 01. v. EPA, Noa. 90-1058,90-10e3,9J-
milestones of progress towards control 1068, and 90-1074 (D.C. Cir.). NRC, Today's amendments to the general
and monitoring provisions, fulfih AMC and Homestake had also filed an UMTRCA regulations for

Congress' intent regarding expeditious administrative petition for nonoperational uranium mill tailings
public health protection, and are reconsideration of subpart T. disposal sites at 40 CFR part 192, ;

!

|

|

|
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subpart D (subpan D) fill specific addressing timing and monitoring initiated as expeditiously as practicable
regulatory gaps that currently exist la requirements in subpart D.and considering technological feasibility -
subpan D. Whue subpart D, as currently amending subpart E only for (including factors beyond the control of
written requires eventualcomplianm clarification. EPA's subpart D timing licensees).no tailings closure plan
with the 20 pC1/mLs flux standard,it and monitoring requirements at (raden), either as originally written or
does not mandata that compliance occur $5192.32(a)(3)(1-v) and 192.32(4)(1-11) subsequently amended.will be-
by a swcific data.Rather,as apply only to uranium mill tallings. - is.orporsted into the individual site
prom d retad by EPA under subpart D Sins subpart E referenons the subpan D licenses !naaAw provisions for andi

amanW by NRC pursuant to standards at $ 192.41.DA believes it amendments to the milan, mas forIand :m
its regdarians at to Cat part 40, necessary)to amend subpart E by adding Agreement State finds that the schedule

control.after NRC or an affected
appendix A. a title Il sita licensed by $ 192.41[e .his amanAmant is
NRC or an Agreemant State, could intended only to clarify that the reflects compliance as expeditiously as
indefinitely continue to emit redon at amendmenta do not apply to subpart E practicable onosidering tedmological
the same numerical amblon limit as sites, and is not intended to alter the feasibility (including factors beyond the
allowed under the CAA. It was this present regulatory scheme. EPA does control of the hcensee). Under the
possibility which compelled EPA to not intend by this minor amendment to Settlemsnt Agreement, which NRC has
promulgate subpart T under CAA subpart E to make a finding that the agreed in principle to uphold, such
section 112. In addition. the current amendments to subpart D are not finding willconstitute final
UMTRCA regulations call for an. suitable for management of thorium action. The compliance ulos are to
impmmamant design that willlikely byproduct material EPA is not be developed consistent with the targets s

achieve compliana with the 20 precluded from addressing these issues set forth in the MOU as reasonably
pCumte flux standard for 1000, or at at a later time for management of applied to the speciSc cirmmstances of

least 200 years, but they do not include thorium byproduct material each site with a goal that final closure
any ment that monitoring occur ocx ur by December 31,1997, for those

# "I#to veri the ofEcacy of the desigrL his nonoDerational uranium mill taillags
action also Bils this gap. EPA is amending 40 CFR part 192 pileslisted in the MOU between EPA

The amendments are not intended to subpart D to uire (1) emplacement of and NRC(at 56 FR 67568), or seven
SubstantiveI alter the CUITent a Permanant ra on bsrrier constructed years after the date on which thef
regulatory sdieme; instead, they are to achieve compliance with, including impoundments cease operation for all
merely intended to fill regulatory gaps attainment of, the 20 mLs flux other piles.These schedules must
with respect to timely compliance and standard by all sites , absent include key closure mle- and
appropriate monitoring. Once these gaps rescission, would be subject to subpart other milestones which are reasonably
are filled by today's amendments and T;(2) interim milestones to assure calculated to promote timely
am implemented by NRC. EPA may then appropriate progress in emplacing the compliance with the 201Cumba flux
have the basis for rescinding subpart T, final radon barrier. and (3) that site standard.no phrase " milestones"
thereby avoi unnecessarily closure occur as expeditiously as refen to enforceable dates by which
duplicative and ensome regulation. practicable considering technological action, or the ocx:urrence of an event. is

The Agen 's finding. pursuant to feasibility (including factors beyond the required for purposes of achieving
section 112( (9)of the Clean Air Act control of the licensee) after the complianm with the 20 pCUmts flux f
Amendments of 1990, that NRC's impoundments cease operation, with a standard. e

regulatory program protects the public goal that this occur by December 31. Milestones which are not reasonably
health with an ample margin of safety 1997 for those nonoperational uranium, calculated to advance timely
must include a finding that NRC and the mill tailings piles listed in the MOU compliance with the radon air
affected Agreement States are between EPA and NRC (at 55 FR 67568). emissions standard.e.g. installation of
implementing and enforcing,in or seven years after the date on which erosion protection and groundwater
significant , the regulations the impoundments cease operation for corrective actions, are not relevant to
governing isposal of tailings and the all other piles. the (radont tallings closure plans. In 1

operating icense requimments that EPA recognizes that the UMTRCA addition today's final regulations will
'

establish milestones for emplacement of regulatory scheme encompasses a require f. hat licensees ensure that radon f
a permanent redon barrier that will design standard. EPA is making minor cle.ae milestone activities, such as
achieve compliance with the 20 amendments to this scheme to better wind blown tallings retrieval and +

pCUmts flux standard on a facilitate implementaticin of the placement on the pile. interim -

programmatic and a site-specific basis. regulation without fundamentally stabihzation (including dewatering or -

ne Agency intends "in afgnificant altering the current method of the removal of fmestanding liquids and I
part" to mfen that the Agency enust find compliance. Sites are required to recontouring), and radon barrier '

that NRC or an affected Agreement State construct a permanent radon barrier construction, are constructed and
has not failed to implement and enforce pursuant to a design to achieve undertaken to achieve compliance with,
the requirements in a manner that may compliance with the 20 pCum's flux including attainment of, the 20 1

reasonably be expected to materially standard.The new requirement for pCum's flux standard as
(i.e., more than de minimis) interfere verifying the flux with monitoring is expeditiousl as practicable considering
with compliance with the 20 pCumbs only meant to assure the efficacy of the technologica feasibility,
standard as expeditiously as practicable design of the permanent radon 1 arrier ne goal of this regulation is for2

considering technological feasibility following construction and is not existing siter, or those that become
(including factors beyond the control of intended to relieve licensees of other nonoperational in the future, to achieve i
the licensee). existing requirements, cornpliance as expeditiously as

EPA is also amending subpart E of 40 Sito control shallbe carried out in practicable considering technological
CFR part 192 to avoid any inference that acordance with a written tailings feasibility (including factors beyond the
today's minor amendments to subpart D aosure plan (radon), and in a manner control of licensees) within the time
also apply to subpart E. EPA is only which ensures that closure activities are periods set forth in the MOU Including

i

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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i Attachment A thereto, and for new sites risks from redon emissions, as well as (e.g., wastes from in situ mining 1

to achieve compliance no later than the risks associated with allowing sites operations, or from Eroundwater
|seven years after becon.ing to fail to close within the two year corrective action programs). or to accept ;

+

| nonoperational.Howevst,if the NRC or period specified in subpart T through materials from other sources that are
an Agreement State maka $ a finding that negotiated compliance agreements. similar to the physical, chemical and,

' compliana with the 20 pri/mbs flux Any. extensions of the naal radiological characteristics of the in situ i! standard has been demons rated compliance data based upon cost will be uranium mill tailings and associated '

thmugh appropriate nonitering, and granted on a alte-specific basis. If a wastes. In addition, NRC and thei
' after providing an opportunity for licensee requests an extension based affected Agreement States may i| publ.ic participation, the per !armance of upon cost, technology may not be used authorize a portion of a site to remain,

the milest.me(s) may be exts.nded. Only as a basis for granting the extension accessible to accept section 11(e)(2)
under this circumstance nad during the unless the msts am gmssly excessive, as byproduct material after placement of a

,

i

period of the extension must measured by normal practice within the pennanent redon banier over a portion
compliance with the 20 pCi/mLs flux industry. EPA recognizes that the of a pile or impoundment. Nothing in

| standard be demonstrated each year. em ssions from the pile may exceed the today's action alters, ratifies, or
Additionally, licensees may request, 20 pC1/mLs flux standard pending final otherwise affects this authority.

1

based upon cost, that the final compliance, but believes these increases However, EPA notes that, concistent
compliance date for emplacement of the will be minimal and of Ilmited duration. with the MOU and the Sottlement

!permanent radon barrier, or relevant In addition, such extensions will only Agreement, such authorization shall not !milestone set forth in the applicable be granted if NRC or an Agreement State to be used as a method to impede
licens,e or incorporated in the [ radon) finds that the emissions caused by the

I
tallings closure plan, be extended. The delay will not cause significant emplacement of the permanent radon

,

barrier over the remainder of the site in I

NRC of an affected Agreement State may incremental risk to the public health,
approve such a request ifit finds, after EPA believes these emissions should a manner to achieve compliance with

pmviding the opportunity for public not exceed those emissions which could the 20 pCumns flux standard, averaged
over the entire pile or impoundment asparticipation, that (1) the licensee is caur under subpart T if compliance demonstrated by the licensee's

making good faith efforts to emplace a egnements were negotiated. Under the monitoring described below,permanent radon barrier constructed to circumstances. EPA believes affording
achieve the 20 pCL/mbs flux standard; authority for extensions of the final EPA does not intend to substantively
(2) such delay is consistent with the compliance date based upon cost alter the 1983 scheme with today's

action but instead seeks to cla,rify anddefinition of"svallable technology;- Pro d unte protection of the Qgg g;g ,and (3) such delay will not result in pu '

redon emissions that are determined to EPA expects the NRC and Agreement regulatory gap which currently exists.

result in si ificant incremental isk t States to act consistently with their By acknowledging NRC's apparent
the public salth. Such a finding should commitment in the MOU and provide authority to allow a portion of a site to

i

be accompanied by new deadhnes for public participation on p posals or - remain accessible for disposal. EPA is I

which reasonably corree, pond to the mquests to (1) incorporate re on tailings acknowledging a current NRC practice.
target dates identified in Attachment A closure plans or other schedules for EPA believes that placement of

of the MOU. (56 FR 67569) eIIecting emplacement of a permanent " materials similar to the physical,
radon barrier into licenses, and (2) chemical and radiclogical characteris-NRC may grant an extension of time amend the redon tailings closure tics of uranium mill tailings and

to comply with either of the following schedules as necessary or appropriate associated wastes from other sources"
deadlines:(1)" Performance of for reasons of technological feasibility on a portion of an impoundment is
milestones" based upon a finding that (including factors beyond the control of consistent with on-going disposalcompliance with the 20 pCi/mLs flux the licensees). Under the terms of the activities currently authorized by NRC.standard has been met, or (2)" Final MOU, NRC should do so with notice See 57 FR 20525. For instance, mining .complianca" beyond the date or timely published in the Federal uranium by using uranium solution
relevant milestone based upon cost. Register. In addition, consistent with extraction processes produces " discrete
These two bases upon which NRC may the MOU, application may be made to (radioactive) surface wastes" which,
grant an extension are mutually NRC for public participation on these although they do not have the same
exclusive, that is a request for a specific matters pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206. EPA hP ysical form as uranium mill tailings,extension may be based on one or the also expects the Agreement States to have historically been disposed ofin
other but not both grounds. If a provide comparable opportunities for uranium mill tailings impoundments.
milestone is being extended for a basis public participation pursuant to their See Definition of" Byproduct Material"
other than cost, such an extension may existing authorities. While EPA desires ' at 10 CFR 40.4(a-1). In addition to
be granted if NRC finds that compliance to keep the public informed and provide wastes from in situ uranium mining
with the 20 pCdmts flux standard has for public participation, such provisions operations and groundwater cornctive
been demonstrated using EPA Method are not intended to transform the actions, wastes which arise from
115 or an NRC approved alternative, licensing (and amendment) process into processing non-source material for its
and the site must continue to notice and comment rulemaking in source material content may produce
demonstrate compliance on an annual accordance with Administrative wastes which are physically and
basis. However,if a licensee requests Procedure Act (APA) requirements. chemically similar to tailings, and may
extension of the final compliance date Under the existing regulatory scheme. be disposed ofin a tailings
(or relevant milestone) based upon cost, NRC and the affected Agreement States impoundment. For instance, the tailings
such an extension may only be granted may have the authority to allow, at a produced from processing are for its
if NRC finds that the three criteria licensee's request, a portion of a site to copper content may produce tailingsspecified in $ 192.32(a)(3)(iii) are met, remain accer.sible, during the closure containing greater than 0.05 percent
EPA beheves this interpretation is process to acx:ept byproduct material as uranium, a source material, and thus,
consistent with the reality of annual defm' ed in section U(e)(2) of the AEA, would be subject to licensure by the

_.
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'
NRC. See 57 FR at 20527. EPA nonoperational uranium mill tailings from the day that uranium byproduct

| understands that NRC's disposal of disposal sites.1 ut does not include ma:erial is first placed in the pile or
i associated wastes and other byproduct extraordinary measures or techniques impoundment until the day final
j materials in uranium mill tailings that would impose grossly excessive closure begins. When final closure

impoundments will not be used as a costs as measured by practice within the begins a site is no longer in operation
means of circumventing other industry (or one that is reasonably as that term is defined in 40 CFR
epplicable regulations such as 40 CFR analogous), and provided there Is 61.251(e) and 40 CFR 61 subpart W no

!
Part 61. subpart W. See 57 R at 20533. reasonable progress towards , longer applies.%e closure plan
Moreover, while NRC may grant such emplacement of the permanent redon contains a description of how final'

authoritation, licensees may not use barrier (such as, by way ofillustration closure will be conducted.See 40 Cm
this authorization to avoid emplacing a only, unreasonable overtime, staffing or 264.111.
permanent redon barrier and complying transportation requirements.,etc. C. Appropriate Monitoring,

4 with the 20 pCum2-s flux standard. In considenng normal practica in the s
addition, under the Settlement industry; laser fusion of soils, etc.). To After emplacement of a permanent
Agreement NRC or an Agreement State determine whether msts are grossly radon barrier designed and construded
may authorize a portion of a site to excessive, the closure cost estimate to achieve compliance with. including.

remain accessible for disposal of contained within the licensee's (radon) attainment of the 20 pCi/ms-s flux
byproduct material after placement of a tailings closure plan may be used as a standard, the licensee shall conduct
permanent redon barrier provided NRC baseline. However. costs which are appropnate monitonng and analysis of - -

or the Agreement State makes a finding, determined to be greater than the the radon flux through the barrier. This
constituting final agency action and estimated costs contained in the plan monitoring will verify that the design of
providing for public participation. that will not automatically be considered the permanent radon barrier is effective
the site will continue to achieve the 20 grossl excessive. in ensuring that emissions of radon-222
pCi/ms-s flux standard when averaged n hrase " factors beyond the will not excocd compliance with the 20
over the entire impoundment. Even if a contro of the licensee" includes factors pCi/ms-s, as contemplated by 40 CFR
portion of a site is authorized to remain causing delay in the schedule in the 192.32(b)(1)(ii). Appropriate monitoring
accessible for disposal of byproduct applicable license for timely shall be conducted pursuant to the
materials during the closure process or emplacement of the permanent radon procedures described in 40 CFR part 61.

after placement of a permanent barrier barrier to achieve compliance with the appendix B. method 115. or any other,

consistent with the Settlement 20 pCi/rna-s flux standard (and to CFR measurement method proposed by a
Agreement, as described above, this will part 40, appendix A. criteria 6) despite licensee and approved by NRC or the
not cause a nonoperational uranium the good faith efforts of the licensee to affected Agreement State as being at
mill tailings disposal site to revert to an achieve compliance. These factors may least as effective as EPA Method 115 in
operational site as defined by 40 CFR include, but are not limited to, physical demonstrating the effectiveness of the
192.31(q). conditions at the site: inclement permanent redon barrier in achieving

As intended by EPA. the phrase "as
~

wnather or climatic conditions; an act of compliance with the 20 pCum*-s flux
exreditiously as practicable considering God; an act of war; a judicial or standard.
tecnnological feasibility." meana as administrative order or decision, or _ EPA intends that the permanent radon
quickly as possible considering: (1) The change to the statutory, regulatory, of barrier be designed to ensure sustained
physical characteristics of the tailings other legal requirements applicable to compliance with the 20 pCi/ms-s flux
and sites:(2) The limits of available the licensee's facility that would standard by all sites, but does not
technology: (3) the need for consistency preclude or delay the performance of propose continuous emissions
with mandatory requirements of other activities required for compliance; labor monitoring Rather, a single monitoring
regulatory programs: and (4) factors disturbances; any modifiestions, event inay well su!! ice to verify the
beyond the control of the licensee, as cessation or delay ordered by state, design of the permanent radon barrier to
explained below. While this phrase does federal or local agencies: delays beyond ensure continued compliance.
not preclude economic considerations the time reasonably required in if the NRC or an Agreement State
to the extent provided by the phrase obtaining necessary governmental extends the time for performance of
"available technology " it also does not permits, licen es, approvals or consent milestones after making a finding that
contemplate utilization of a cost. benefit for activities described in the (radon) compliance with the 20 pCi/m2-s flux
analysis in setting compliance tailings closure plan proposed by the standard has been demonstrated by
schedules.The radon control licenses that result from agency failum appropriate monitoring, compliance
compliance schedules are to be to take final action after the licensee has with the 20 pCi/m:-s flux standard must
developed consistent with the targets set made a good faith, timely effort to be demonstrated each year during the
forth in the MOU as reasonably applied submit legally sufficient applications, period of the extension.
to the specific circumstances of each responses to requests (including When a site's tailings closure plan
site, relevant data requested by the agencies). (radon) provides for phased installation

EPA has added an additional or other information including approval of the radon barrier, the licensee will be
definition in the final rule to clarify of the tailings closure plan by NRC or allowed to conduct radon flux
ambiguities surrounding use of the term the affected Agreement State; and an act monitoring for each portion of the
" permanent redon barrier."That term is or omission of any third party over tailings area on which the radon barrier
now defined as "the final radon barrier whom the licensee has no control. has been placed by conducting flux
constructed to achieve complianm with. The term " operational" means that a monitoring on the closed portion as
including attainment of, the limit on uranium mill tailings pile or described above.
releases of radon-222 in impoundment is being used for the
S 192.32(b)(t)(li)." continued plamment of uranium V. Discussion of' Comments andi

'
The term "available technology" byproduct material or is in standby Response to Comments From NPR

includes technologies and methods for status for such placement. A tailings A pub ic hearing on the notice of
emplacing a permanent redon barrier on pile or impoundment is operational proposed rulemaking (NPR)(58 FR

I

____ _ _ . . .
. - a
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32174. June 8,1993) was held in health with an ample margin of safety s standard. In fact, as indicated in
Arlington, Virginia on June 21,1993, and provides sufficent basis for EPA to footnote 1 to 40 CFR 192.32(b)(1)
Representstives from NRC and AMC rescind 40 CFR 61 subpart T pursuant promulgated in September 1983, the jtestified at the hearing. Written to the Simpson Amendment; flux standard was expressly intended as immments were also received fmm EDF, speciScally, EPA's timing and a design standard, for which monitoring iAMC, NRC, the Texas Water monitoring macams, the subject of after installation was not required. (48
r^="M uou (effected Agreement State), these amendments, are adequately FR45947 October 7,1963).Run, EPA
a few companies and an individual.To addressed in NRCs regulations at to - believes that the UMTRCA standards
the extent they are spedBcally restricted CFR part 40 and Appendix A thereto, shouldIoe amended to include thL' |
to EPA *a modiSca' ions to its UMTRCA De Memorandum of Understanding requirements c.nd e pmvision to rm I
regulations, the cocunents have been (MOU) between EPA and NRC merely that the redon flux through the cover
evaluated by b Agency,and a serves to strengthen NRCs authority meets the flux stendard
summary and response are set forth under the existing regulatory pmgram. Comment:It appears SPA is
below. Some commenta, not addressed Response: EPA is runducting a acknowledging and concuning in NE Cs
here, are directed to EPA's earlier sepamte rulemaking on the issue of regulation of"similar byproduct
pmmulgation of subpart T, a rulemaking rescission of the CAA radionuclide material." .

decision that is not being revisited by NESHAP at 40 CFR 61 subpart T, and Response: EPA is recognizing a !
the amendments to sub D. EPA the adequacy of the existing NRC curmnt NRC practice that allows a j
responded to many of comments regulatory prognm as a basis for such portion of a site to romain accessible for

4

when the Agency promulgeted subpart resdssion will be addmssed in that disposalin the preamble of the NPR.
T.%e comments have also been rulemaking. For a discussion of EPA's EPA believes bt placement of
repeated in subeequent petitions to view on whether the current NRC " materials similar to the physical,
reconsider that action, which are regulatory program protects the public chemical and radiologw:al-

pending before the Agency, hese health with an ample margin of safety, characteristim of uranium mill tailings !
petitions might be addressed or and would thus support rescission of and associated wastes from other !
otherwise resolved should 40 CFR part subpart T. see EPA's p sa! to rescind sourt:es" on a portion of an l
61, subpart T be rescinded. subpart T,56 FR 67561 ber 31, impoundment is consistent with on. *
1. C a eral 1991). Comments on the adequacy of the going disposal activities currently

current NRC regulatory program to authorized by NRC. See 57 FR 20525. |
In response to the NPR. support rescission of subpart T will be Nothing in today's action is intended to

environmental groups and industry addressed in that rulemaking, and are ratify, alter or otherwise affect this
generally support the proposed not relevant to the regulatory changes authority.
amendments to the wgulations adopted today.
promulgated under UMTRCA at 40 CFR EPA does not believe that NRCs t EPA,s Wal Raumale for b
part 192 subpart D. Various commenters current regulations at 10 CFR part 40 Pmposed Amendmets
suggested speciSc revisions to the and appendix A of part 40 adequately Comment:Some commenters claim I

.

proposed regulation and preamble, ar eddress EPA's concems on timing and that EPA's discussion of the legislative '

weu as to the drafi Background monitoring. Both EPA's UhrrRCA scheme mischaracterizes the potential
Information Document (BID). EPA has regulations (40 CFR part 192 subpart D) problem involved. These commenters I

carefully reviewed all comments end and NRC's implementing regulatiuns objected to use of terms such as
suggested revisions: revising the did not require placement of covers by " urgency" and " immediacy," as there
regulation, preamble and BID where specific dates or veriScation that radon was no significant increase in pubhc

-

; deemed appropriate. flux through the covers met the flux health risk without long term exposure
standard.These issues led to EPA's to redon emissions at the levels,

2. Section 112(d)(9) of the Clean Air promulgation of the CAA NESHAP at 40 protected.Act, as Amended ("Simpson CFR part 61 subpart T. EPA Re5Ponse:The commenter !nmendment") promulgated subpart T in 1989 to misunderstands the Agency's discussion |
Comment:The Simpson Amendment address the timing issue and provide for of the legislative scheme. As descnbad !

" mandates" EPA to eliminate , verification of the 20 pC1/mts flux in the proposal, Congress placed greet
duplicative regulation under the Clean standard, noting that "(S)ome piles have emphasis on expeditious action by EPA

'
Air Act if the NRC regulatory program remained uncovered for decades to impose controls on the disposal of the
adequately protects the public health, emitting radon. (Allthough recent action urar.ium mill tallings. This is reflected

,

i

Response: EPA disagrees with the has been taken to move toward disposal most dramatically in Congress' decision i

commenters' assertion that the Simpson of these piles, some of them may still to remove EPA's authority to issue !
Amendment is mandatory.%e Simpson remain uncovered for years"(54 FR standards under 42 U.S.C. 2022(b) d

'

Amendment, section 112(d)(9) of the 51683, December 15,1989). EPA failed to promulgate final title D
CAA, authorizes EPA to decline to Although commenters suggest that to standards by the end of October 1983.
regulate radionuclide emissions imm CFR 40.63, and t o CFR 40.42(c)(2) (iv), in addition, Congress was clearly
facilities licensed by the NRC or (i), and (iii) adequately address EPA's concerned that EPA standards lead to
Agreement States, tmder section 112 of timing and monitoring concems, neither the expeditious control of radon
the CAA, provided that EPA determines, EPA's general standards nor NRC's emissions from uranium mill tailings
by rule, after consultation with NRC, implementing criteria compel sites to piles. The relevant case law re!!ects this
that the regulatory scheme implemented proceed toward final closure by a interpretation of the statute. See season

,

by NRC protects the public health with tenain date. Moreover,.neither EPA's IU supra for a more detailed discusuon '

an ample margin of safety. Seneral UMTRCA regulations, nor of these points.

3. NRC Regulatory Scheme NRC's implementing criteria require Congress believed that uranium mdl
appropriate monitoring to demonstrate tailings presented a major threat to

Comment:%e existing NRC the efficacy of the closure design to public health, based on the extremely
regulatory program protects the public ensure compliance with the 20 pC1/mL long radioactive decay process

i
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _
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associated with these piles.ney Comment: EPA should rescind to make the finding necessary to rescind
amounted for all practical purposes to a subpart T simultaneously with today's subpart T under the Simpson
'' perpetual hazard." H. Rep. No. 95- action. Amendment.The agreement does not
1480,95th Cong. 2nd Sess.11, Response: EPA is not rescinding legally bind or otherwise restrict EPA's
reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. subpart T with today's action. EPA is rights or obligationc under law; rather.
News 7433. Given the long term nature not prepared at this time to make the by its terms (paragraph 12), there is no
cf the problem, and the prior history of find.'ng pursuant to the Simpson recourse for a court order to implement
minimal federal regulation of mill Amenament that the public health is the agreement. .

tailings piles, Congress required that Protected with an ample margin of Comment: Proposed rule
"every reasonable effort be made by the safety at this time. EPA does not intend $ 192.32(a)(3)(ii) which addresses the
States, the Federal Government, and to take final action on the proposed extension of performance milestones
private industry to provide for the rescission of subpart T until after NRC and the final compliance date based on
disposal, stabilization, and control" of and the Agreement States complete the cost is confusing because it combines
such mill tallings. H. Rep. No. 95-1480, license amendments as specified in the two separate provisions of the
95th Coag. 2nd Sess.13, reprinted in MOU and NRC conforms its settlement agreement. The commenter
1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 7435. implementing regulations to today's recommends separate sections in theno latory changes adopted today amendments to subpart D, and other regulation to clarify any confusion
tre in e with this goal-.they wilj conditions of the MOU occur. EPA surrounding this provision.The

lP ans to publish an additional notice in commenter also interpreted proposedrequire the control of radon emissions
througha tious emplacement of a the Federal Register and provide for a $ 192.32(a)(3)(ii) such that e site need
permanent 'er. Today's regulations 30 day comment period on whether the not meet the 20 pC1/m2-s standard in all
implement Congressional intent, and in NRC regulatory program protects public cases before any extension of either
no way contra <dicts the fact that uranium health with an ample margin of safety, interim or final deadlines may be
mill tall 6gs present a long term ?.hreat including whether:(1) EPA has , granted by NRC or an Agreement State.

,

to the public health. effectively promulgated appropriate Response: EPA agrees with the
revisions to 40 CFR part 192, subpart D: commenter that $ 192.32(a)(3)(ii) as

5. gescission of Subpart T (2) NRC's regulations at to CFR part 40 proposed is confusing because it
Comment: A few commenters appendix A, either aheady adequately combines the two separate instances in

expressed concern and suggested that and appropriately implement the which extensions of milestones may be
EPA is not committed to rescinding revisions to EPA's regulations, or may granted by the NRC or an Agmement
subpart T. reasonably be expected to do so prior to State. EPA has revised the final

Response:The amendments to rescission of subpart T: (3) the revision regulation to incorporate t,he extension
subpart D are related to JA's action to f NRC and Agreement State limnses provisions in two se te paragraphs in
rescind subpart T, the NECHAP for reflect these new requirements; and (4) $ 192.32(a)(3)(li) an (111), to more fully
redon emissions from the d.Sposal of any judicial challenge to EPA or NRC reflect the intent of the settlement
uranium mill tailings at nonvoerational regulations which is pending that agreement described above.

. presents a significant risk ofinterference EPA generally agrees with the .

as PP ed o NRC-
wi h uH compliance with the MOU and commenter's interpretation ofIm 15 9

L.censees. EPA has demonstrated its the settlement agreement. S 192(a)(3) (ii) and (iii) that a site need
not satisf ' the 20 pCi/m2-s standard in
all cases bfore NRC or an Agreementcommitment to avoid duplicative 6. Settlement Agreement

regulation of these sites and to ensure
Comment:%e regulatory program for State may approve any extension of theuranium mill tailings disposal piles are nonoperational uranium mill tailings interim milestone or the final closure

closed as expeditiously as practicable by sites is best served by EPA adopting the date. Section 192(a)(3) (ii) and (iii) areexecuting the MOU with NRC(and the proposed regulations to the extent the based upon the regulatory approach set
-

affected Agreement States) and the proposalis consistent with the forth in settlement agreementsettlement agreement with EDF, NRDC.
settlement agreernent executed between paragraphs III.2.1, and III.2.J., and they

i AMC, and Homestake Mining Co. The EPA, EDF, NRDC. AMC, Homestake establish the criteria for granting anMOU and the settlement agreement Mining Co., and individual site owners extension when a site meets the 20 pCi/
t

provide the regulatory approach for this (NRC agreed in principle by letter). m2-s standard and the criteria for anaction. EPA has also proposed Response:The agreement adds extension of the final compliance date
rescission of subpart T. See 56 FR 67561 comprehensive detail to, and continues or relevant milestone based upon cost.(Demmber 31,1991). the approach set forth in the MOU The criteria for an extension based upon

EPA believes that today's executed between EPA and NRC in cost does not include the requirement
amendments eliminate an existing October 1991. %e settlement agreement that the site meet the 20 pC1/m2 s

L deficiency in the regulatory scheme, and settles the pending litigation and standard. However,it does include
may enable EPA to rescind subpart T, administrative proceeding, avoids other criteria designed to protect the
providing a single consistent framework potential future litigation, and otherwise public health.

'

which can be implemented by NRC. provides a consensus approach to The commenter also noted that NRC
EPA has tentatively concluded that the regulation of NRC-licensed or an Agreement State may extend the
amendments to subpart D, if effectively nonoperational uranium mill tailings date for emplacement of the redon
implemented and enforced by NRC and disposal sites. See 58 FR 17230 (April barrier based on " factors beyond the .
the Agreement States to ensure specific 1,1993). control of the licensee," as that terrn is
enforceable closure deadlines and EPA believes this action is consistent implicit in the definition of"as
monitoring requirements, may enable with the settlement agreement. By expeditiously as possible." EPA
EPA to make the finding required by the clarifying and filling gaps in EPA's understands that under subpart D's
Simpson Amendment EPA reiterates its UMTRCA regulations, EPA may, after provisions there is no bar to NRC or an
commitment to the terms of the MOU the other elements in the settlement Agreement State reconsidering a prior
and the settlement agreement. agreement are also implemented, be able decision establishing a date for

l

L__________-_-----_-----------------
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emplacement of the redon barrier tbt and assigned responsibility for the barrier. %Is site-specific variability, |meets the standard of"as expeditiously implementation and enform ment of however, does not transform h
!as possible." Such RWA = ration EPA's UMIRCA standards to the NRC, general y applicable standard into an

could, for example,be based on the in the licensing activities, and to the unlawful site-specific standard. nose
existence of factors beyond b control Agreement States. 42 U.S.C. 2022(e). site-specific resuhs stem frorn the Iof the Hmn=== or on a change in any The text of the statuta thus indicates application of the general standard to

{of the various faanes that must be that Congresa intended to grant broad, the variety of circumonces found et
considered in establishing a date that general authority to EPA in setting different sites. Likewise, EPA's criteria
meets the "as expeditious as - - standards under UMTRCA, limited only for an extension of a milestone or forpracticahV standard of

. by the requirement that they ha of . keeping sites open during or after the
$ 192.32(aX3X0. However EPA stresses " general application" and that they be closure process establish generalthat such a chaqpe la cirmwa- aimed at the "protodion of the pu611c standards applicable to all sites. While

|would not am.etMiy leed to an beelth, safety, and the environment." not all licensees are expected to seek iextension.It would be !n-6nt on ne legislative history forUMTRCA such extensions or authority, any such |NRC or an Agreement State to evaluate provides important additional insight request will be measured against the - !all the factors relevant under into Congressional intent on the limits
generally ap%e substantive andplicable standard in these!

$ 192.32'a)(3MD before it could change e of this standard setting authority, regulations. i
previously estabilshed milestone or date stemming from the essignment of procedural aquirements for such
for emplacement of the final barner, and different respons!a' llities to EPA and the extensions or authorizations are

{
i

sny new data would have to nwet the NRC Congress intended that EPA's designed to establish generally
standard set out in $ 192.32(sX3XI). " standards and critaria should not applicable reguirements that EPAFinally,NRC*a and Agreement States' inte@ct any detailed or site-specific believes will tiest ensure the properauthority to reconalder previously uirements for management, consideration of all relevant tactors in I

,

established milestones or dates would t ology orengineering methods on acting ou such a request.
include authority to shorten or speed up licensee or on the Department of ne relevant case-law supports EPA's i

such dates, as well as extend them. EPA Energy " See H. Rep. No. 95-1480,93th belief that it has author :y to adopt these Ialso expects that public participation Cong.,2nd Sees.17, reprinted in 1978 standards an(' criteria. In AMCI,s the
consistent with that level of U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 7433, murt reviewed among otherthings apasticipation provided in the MOU and 7439. Also see the House Report at 46, rule allowing except!nns from the
the settlement egmement will be 1978 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 7473 general standards for inactive si'tes. Rat
afforded the public by NRC and the (~ne mmmittee stresses that the EPA regulation authorized such exmptionsAgrww States in amending the standards are not to be site-specific"). for the implementing agencies so long aslicenses due to " factors beyond the From this,it is clear that EPA is to

the selected remedial action came ascontrol of the licensee," or for any other establish criteria or standards that are close to meeting the otherwise i

i

basis, generally applicable, but should not applicable standard as was asasonable |

7.Pmposed Amendments promulgate requirements that dictate under the circumstances. This provision !
the specific management, technology, or clearly allowed site-specific variability. '

7.7. Prescriptiveness ofPmposed engineering methods required at based on the peculiar circumstances ofAmendments specific sites.

Comment:One commenter suggested Viewing EPA's authority in this light, a site. The court upheld this regulation

that EPA's amendments were more the revisims to subpart D mmulgated as generally applicable standards were
in place and,ifnecessary, a court could I

,P
"n tan a b Cmu ty ul a y x ion a b ur

environmtm standard . Specifically, '",,y % sub h*'* *1
"

**i" h r EPA had 1

Processes s$ou be left to t e NRC and
o ,

n t on er a to be [u
P '

uthonty to e in e entiP aced on the site, and requirs egency. It was satisfied dat EPAlpon kulations adopted d
today are within EPA's UM'mCA 8Ppropriate monitoring. A wntten plan acted lawfully, as EPA had romul !

[n"$*a'Na2C'@ M*$$b'bs'hst '" {{[[yh[ddh,$[ gated
' '"

s'pelled out by Congress when it fg","S'',I"" 8 "*
8PP icable in those limited situationsl '

i st ie 'I.amended the Atomic Energy Act in
1978. EPA shall, by ru e . . . regulations also set out the criteria for "8

[haslikewisen is case
extensions of these milestones. None ofPro ate stand

ofgneral these requirements are site specific, and tInNr
I ed 11 li bl

he along h d aifed $teria
.

Ie ] do at 6ctate h management, applicable for those limitedu IIcbenhh safet and the
* '*"E **

,(m circumstances where an exce tion is
Snvironment" from hazards associated

with uranium mill tailings at active 7he revfsio ted hebin do ""I"I' " "9" ***"I" * *''Y
,

a
processing or disposal sites. 42 U.S.C. provide for site-specific variability in Provide an adequate basis for a court to

j
2022(bM1).s Congress also required that their application. For exam le,in determine. I r examP e,in a specificl
the NRC conform its requirements to implementing the standard of"as case whether en extension for

j
;

these standards,42 U.S.C 2022(b)(1)- expeditiousi recticable considering emplacement of the permanent redon j
technologica f ibility," EPA expects barrier was pmperly granted. In fact,

i

"Ca"8'"' 8' ''d I*il'' **ih"'ity to EPA with
rapact to inacu'"ve su'as eenected by the Department that different sites will establish
or t,,ersy under Two i of twracA. 42 u.s.c different schedules and dates for s Ameracon Ening Caigress v. Thomas r 2 F.2d

air iioch cir. noas) teddra ins EPA's UMTRCAzoz2t.). emplacement of the permanent radon resulanons tar ina uitut

.

i
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EPA's general criteria for evaluating December 31.1997. ce seven years after 7.5. Monitoring {such exceptions would appear to be the date on which operatin8 Comment:It is not accurate to refer to !much more like a nerally applicable impoundments cease operations. a " monitoring" uirement, since a i
standard than the road authority for cient.
exceptions approved in AMCf.and 7.3. Permonent Rodon Barrier sin [le event is suT@'s amendmentss
should therefore easily meet the Comment:The term " permanent" require that monitoring oo;urafter
threshold established by that court. hould be revised to read" final radon construction of the permanent radons

7.2. Seven Year Goal barrier" to distinguish the barrier used barrier. Subpart T requires monitoring
to only ce to oComment:The MOU goal specifying . to comply _with the standard from any,

interim barriers placed during theclosure of nono rational uranium mill .
tailings sites by he end of 1997, or closure pmcass. believes that conducting a sinbh test

and analysis of the radon emissions,

within seven years of the date on which Response: EPA believes the term through the redon barrier ty icill will
-

existing operations and standby sites " permanent radon barrier" to be be sufficient to verify that des ofenter disposal status is not a regulatory appropriate. However, to clarify any the permanent redon barrier is effectiveirement. ambiguities surrounding use of this in ensuring that emissions of radon-222
esponse:The primary purpose of the term. ~ permanent radon barrier" has do not exceed 20 /m -s as requireds

MOU is to ensure that owners of been defined to mean "the final radon $ 192.32(b)(1)( ). Each *silingsuranium mill tailings disposal sites that
barrier constructed to achieve c ure plan (radon) will establish the

owners o$s tes c mpliance with, including attainment am unt of test
g and analges required.and s us a at tim ng owill cease operation in the future brin 8 of, the limit on releases of radon 222 in mment:m

those piles into compliance with the 20 $ 192 32(b)(1)(ii) - monitoring ulament is ambiguous.
Response:T ay's amendments requirepCuma-s flux standard as expeditiousi 74 Toilings Closure Plon (Rodon) monitori to verify the effica of theas recticable considering technol ca design of permanent radon frierf ibility (including factors beyon the Comment:lt is essential that the u n emplacement of such barrier.'Ihe

control of the licensee). That is the Tailings Closure Plan (Radon) be d !!s on timing of the monitoringregulatory requirement adopted herein. Incorporated in Individual site licenses trement are left to NRC.
EPA's and NRC*a goal is that all current and that the plan contain a schedule for mment: EPA's specification of
disposal sites be closed and in compliance. Method 115 in the monitoringmmpliance with the redon emiss, ion Ms i t limits flexibilistandard by the end of 1997, or within P g

. M and e5Pon :40 CFR 192.32 4)(1)seven years of the date on which *

existing operations and standby sites fi a, regulations ngect this requires monitoring to be conducted

enter disposal status. EPA believes this requirement. EPA understands that the using either EPA Method 115 or any

regulatory requirement is fully NRC and affected Agreement States other measurement method proposed by

consistent with the goals expressed in have amended most of the licenses of a licensee that NRC appmves as being
at least as effective as Method 115 inthe MOU. sites whose milling operations have demonstrating the efficacy of the

In acx:ordance with the MOU, the NRC ceased and whose tailings piles remain permanent redon barrier. (emphasisand affected Agreement States have partially or totally uncovered pursuant added) EPA believes that this regulationamended the licenses of most sites to the MOU executed between EPA, does not unduly restrict flexibility as itwhose milling operations have ceased NRC and the affected Agreement States. pmvides for alternative methods,
and whose tallings piles remain Pursuant to the MOU and the Comment: EPA's Method 115
Partially or totallyuncovered. Pursuant regulations ado ted toda .these license references another document," Radon
to the MOU and the regulations adopted amendments uld esta lish a detailed Flux Measurements on Gardiner and
today, the amended licenses require tailings closure plan for redon. Royster Phosp sum Piles Near
each mill operator to establish a detailed including key closure milestones and a Tampa and Mut try. Florida" (EPA
tallings closure plan for radon to schedule for timely emplacement of a $20/5-85-029), which should be readilyinclude key closure milestones and a permanent radon barrier on all available.
schedule for timely emplacemem of a nonoperational tallings impoundments Response:This document is available
permanent radon barrier on all to ensure that redon emissions do not for public inspection and is included in
nonoperational tallings impoundments exceed a flux of 20 pCUma-s.These Docket A-91-67 which contains the

, to ensure that redon emissions do not schedules must include key closur, rulemaking record for this action. The
exceed a flux of 20 am -s.

milestones and other milestones which docket is available for public inspection
This action amen s 40 CFR part 192,

subpart D to re(1)em lacement of are reasonably calculated to promote between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m..

timel comp iance with the 20 pCi/ Monday through Friday,in room M1500
Y l.

a permanent ra on barrier all sites|
'

that, absent rescission, would be subject ma-a flux standard.The phrase
of Waterside Mall,401 M Street SW
Washin on.DC 20460. A reasonab!$ fee

to subpart T; (2) interim milestones to milestones refers to enfoir.eable dates
assure opp priate progress in by which action. or the occunence of an
emplacing e final radon barrier; and event,is required for p of 8. Amendment of 40 CFR 192 Subpart E
(3) that site closure occur as achieving compliance wi the 20 pCi/ Comment:In addition to amending
expeditiously as practicable considering ma-s flux standard. Milestones which subpart D, EPA should amend 40 CFR.,

technological feasibility (including are not reasonably calculated to advance 192 subpart E to exclude the application!

factors beyond the control of the timely compliance with the radon air of the subpart D amendments to the
licensee) after the impoundments cease emissions standard, e g. Installation of subpart E requirements for disposal of
operation. EPA believes that this erosion pr action and groundwater thorium mill tailings.
regulatory approach is consistent with corrective actions, are not relevant to Response: EPA agrees and is
the goalin the MOU that this occur by the tailings closure plans (radon). amending subpart E by adding a new

- _ - _ _ -
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5192.4 t(e) to clarify EPA's intent that Response:b purpose of this Congress v. Thomos,772 F.2d 617,629
the subpart D timing and monitoring rulemaking is to inwrporate the timing (10th Cir.1985),
requirements at 55192.32(a)(3)(1-v) and and monitoring provisions of subpart T 102 Ertensions192.32(4)(i-11) apply only to uranium into EPA's UMTRCA regulations,
mill tailings.nis amendment is thereby potentially providing the basis Comment: Extensions of time and the
necessary as subpart E references the for eventual resdssion of subpart T. It Practical aspects of closum occurring on
subpart D standards in 192.41, the only is reasonable to assume the baseline schedule are not addressedin the BID
purpose of this amendment is to clarify risks and costs are those that would accompanying the proposed rule,
that the amendments to subpart D do have resulted had the piles been Response: Any attempt to model -
not apply to subpart E sites, and is not covered by December 15,1991, pursuant extensions in the closure dates agreed to
intended to alter the present regulatory to sub T.%e modeling period used in the MOU would require the arbitrary
scheme under subpart E. By amending for the baseline and for covering selection of those piles to be granted
subpart E EPA is not making a the piles by the MOU dates is from extensions and choices of closure dates.
determination that the timing and December 15,1991 to. December 15. - Dere is no limit to the number of these
monitoring requhements imposed for 2( 61. This period does not include the combinations. EPA believes that the '
subpart D sites would be improper for time between promulgation, December better procedure is to develop the model
subpart E sites. This rulemaking is only 15,1989, and the date the piles were to based on the dates in the MOU, and to

intended to address subpart D sites, and be covered. December 15,1991. recognize that extensions in the closure
is not intended to make substantive Comment: EPA based its analysis of dates would lacrease total emissions
decisions concerning subpart E sites. the health risk posed by uranium mill and reduce present value costs.
N amendment to subpart E is tallings dis I sites on a number of
designed to do no more than preserve studies dea g with miners, however, 201 Cunh hn WM

Rodium to the Rodon Flux
the status quo, without prejudging or the evaluation of the working level
prejudicing the appropriateness of any month (WL.M) dosimetry for that Comment:ne BID relies on a f.dse

future modifications to subpart E. Population is not correct. BEIR IV was assumption that a concentration of
not sufficiently critical of the data on radium of1 will result in 1 pC1/

t 9. NRC Waiver Authority and Citizens which it based its analysis of the risk of ms-s radon ux the tailings.
Suits Provisions inbUng radon daughters, specifically it Response: EPA ramanh that thej

overestimated the risk to Swedish iron one-to-one radium to rsdon cornlation
Comment:NRC waiver authority and miners, and to the Beaverlodge and is an approximation. However, there is

the lack of citizens suits provisions Ontario uranium miners, no scientific consensus on what the
under UMTRCA provide insufBcient Response: EPA relied on the National- value should be. Numerous facton enter
basis for EPA to rescind subpart T. Academy of Sciences' BEIRIV report into estimating the emanation rate.The

g Response: As noted previously. EPA and the 1987 report by the National rate varies axording to tailings
i is conducting a separate rulemaking on Institute for O upational Safety and characteristics such as grain structure,

the issue of rescission of the CAA Health (NIOSH)in addition to other grain alze and moisture content. It also
| ;

radionuclide NESHAP at 40 CFR 61 relevant studies in its risk analysis. is affected by meteorological conditions ;
,

- subpart T, and the adequacy of the Given the broad uncertainty inherent in such rs temperature and barometric |
| existing NRC regulatory program as a the risk assessment, any potential pressure. The impact of these factors on I

' basis for such rescission will be overestimate would not change EPA's the emanation rate is not well
addressed in that rulemaking. For a cxmelusion on the risk from mill understood.The rate can be expected toa

discussion of EPA's view on whether tallings. In fact, the conclusion of one of vary across individual piles, and from
the current NRC regulatory program the studies cited in the comments, a pile to pile.The Agency considered it ;

protects the public health with an reassessment of the Beaverlodge prudent to assume a rate the tallings
adequate margin of safety, and would uranium miners, states:"[ulaless new would be expected to exhibit at the time
thus support rescission of subpart T, see studies significantly reduce the range of they are dry, prior to constructing the
EPA's proposal to escind subpart T,56 uncertainty, there is little justification cover.
FR 67561 (December 31,1991). for changing the limits for ure t

20.4. Equilibrium Factor
Comments on the adequacy of the radon progeny , ori

current NRC regulatory mgram to occupational exposures." Review of Risk Comment:EP,A does not accurately'

support rescir,sion of su art T will be EstimatesforInhalation ofRodon address the equilibrium factor in the
addressed in that rulem g, and are Progeny by Miners: Presentation by the BID.
not relevant to the regulatory changes Atomic Energy Board of Canado (AEBC) Response: EPA uses a nominal value

adopted today. before the ICRP Main Commission, Nov. of 0.5 (rather than the 0.4 value used by
1992 the National Council for Radiation

10. Technical Comment:The redon emissions from Protection (NCRP)) for the indoor
20.2. EPA's Risk Analysis Set forth in uncovered subpart T uranium mill equilibrium factor for radon entering
the Background Information Document tailings piles is not a significant risk to houses directly from underground (see

(BID) the public health. Technical Support Document for the
Response:In this rulemaking EPA is 1991 Citizen's Guide to Radon, pp. 2-

Comment: EPA's risk analysis set not revisiting the determinations made 32,33). However, when a house is
forth in the BID is flawed because the in either the subpart T or UMTRCA located downwind from the redon'

" potential risk from radon emitted rulemakings that uranium mill tailings source, ingrowth of radon decay
during the two-year period (December piles need to be covered to protect the products will occur, and some of these

j 15,1989--December 15,1991) cannot be public health. In addition, the court in decay products will infiltrate the house.
meaningfully compared to potential AMC1made it clear there was no As the redon and its decay products
increased risks from redon emitted until ,eguirement that EPA show a significant move downwind, ingrowth will
sites are closed acco ding to the dates risk frcrh uranium mill tailings prior to continue until an equilibrium between
set forth in the MOU." regulation of the tailings. American Min. continued ingrowth and loss of decay
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products due to ground deposition and NRC's default value of 6 percent for the Response: EPA did not intend to
participation scaven g is achieved. moisture content for type B sollis request that UhmtCA be amended
Therefore, the equili 'um fraction will warranted. when it stated in the preamble to the

10.6. uter Code.s Used to Assess
Proposed rule"fTihus the Agencyincrease with time, and with distanm

traveled, until a marimum is reached. believes thatIMrRCA should beg,,j,3
his equilibrium will be maintained amended * * * in order to find that the )
indefinitely, At a wind speed of 3.5 m/ Comment: H appears EPA is protects the Public with
s, this maximum is calculated to be modifying eristing regulations without NRCp[ margin og safetyan amp , , ,, EP .

!reached at about 20,000 meters (or about benefit of rula==% by diamming
.

12.5) miles. Since most of the " Cap-86-EPA"in the BID. aince was refening to the proposed
amendments to the UMT1tCA

population exposed to redon imm the " Comply-R" was the cx>mputer code
uranium miu tallings piles is more than used to assess heahh effects under the

regulations pmmulgated by EPA at to ;

12.5 miles downwind, the value used in current CAA regulations (NESHAPs). CPR 192 subpart D.

the BID is believed to be appropriate. Response:The computer code 221 Provk's % hp g
Comment: EPA's discussion of the " Comply-R' was not used in the 19d9 Tloods8& Sles I

equilibrium factor in the BID does not NESHAPs rulemaking for estimating )
addmsa support of the theomtical health risks from uranium mill tailings Comment: EPA has not duly
estimates utilized by monitoring data, piles. EPA used "AIRDOS" for ccasidered the possible impliations of

Response:ne demy of radioactive estimating the haalth risks fmm these tb W Mdwest 0% m
materials such as redon is well piles in the 1989 rJemaking, which uranium mill tallings disposal sites,
understood.ne diffusion of radon in gives resuhs ==winny the same as particularly one site located near the
the atmosphere is also well known; " Cap-os-EPA." Colmdo Rive.
however it is a very complex 102 Empetion Ponds Response:ne MOU and this rule arephenomena. It is traditionally accepted
that the atmospheric dispersion of radon Coment:Some commenten strongly directed to timely compliance with the'

and its decay products be modeled support allowing evaporation ponds to 20 pCumte Dux standard and not
because of the difficulty of measuring remain open after am,ntam of the erosion protodion and groundwater
their concentrations at pointslong Permanent redon umer. remediation. his rulemakmg addresses
distances downwind from sources such R88Ponse: EPA racsived many changes to t'io UMTRCA regulations

coments to the Advanced Notice of which EPAbelieves are requisite to aas mill tailings plies. EPA's dispersion
models are based on acapted scientific Proposed RulemaHng (ANPR) noting Gndbg that b NRC @@ mm
principles and have remived peer that evaporation ponds should be proteds the public health with an ample
twiew. Given the difficulty inherent in excluded from the expeditious cover margin of safety. Milestones which are
the measurement of radon and its decay mquirement. EPA reiterates that the not reasonably calculated to advance

roducts in the atmosphere, we see little Agency does not intend the expeditious
fustification in requirin8 the radon cover requimment to extend to P ggg

extraordinary efforts that would areas where waporation ponds are mLs standard, a.g. Installation of

necessarily be expended in loated, even if on the pile itself, to the erosion protodion and groundwater

accumulating monitoring data on extent that such evaporation pond is corrective adions,are not re%vant to

emissions from mill tailings piles, deemed by the implementing agency the tallings closure plans (radon) and
(NRC or an afIeded Agreement State) to am not the sub}ed of this action. EPA

20.5. Moisture Content of 7)pe B Soil be an ap repriate aspect to the overall does not intend today's amendments to
Comment:The 7.5 percent value for remedia program for the part2cular site, subpart D to address groundwater and

moisture content of type B soil used in Rather, the evaporation pond area may erosion protedian maarns and in
EPA's BID should be revised to 8 be covered to control raaon after it is no addition understands that no
percent to be consistent with NRCs longer in use and ready for covering. nonoperational uranium mill taihngs
Regulatory Guide 3.64. EPA beheves the overall public health disposal site was in jeopardy due to the

Response: EPA used a moisture interest in comprehensively resolving remnt flooding in the Midwest. EPA
content of 7.5 percent for type B soilin the problems associated with each site understands NRC and the Agreement
estimating the emanation of radon is best served by requiring that the States consider the possibility of
through earthen covers on mill tailings redon cover be expeditiously installed

lies.nis assumed moisture content in a manner that does not require flo ding at a particular site in rwiewing

for type B soll has been used in all of interruption of this aspect of the site s reclamation and closure plan,

EPA's rulemakings under UMTRCA and remediation. Moreover, the ponds
Furthermore, EPA understands that the

the CAA since 1983.The diffusion of themselves serve as an effective redon magnitude of floods consided by the

redon through coven is a very complex banier. EPA believes that provided all NRC are based upon the probable

phenomena that is affected by a large other parts of the pile are covered with maximum Dood, or the probable

number of variables. For example, a the redon barrier, compliana with the maximum precipitation event. Thee
small change in the assumed porosity of 20 pCi/m Ls standard will result, and events generally have a much lower

the cover material, a change within this will be maintained by covering the probebility of ocx:urrence and Isryer

NRC's accepted range of these values evaporation pond area when it is no magnitude for a given drainage arme

(NUREG/CR-3533), would change the longer in use. tlma the events that occurred m tim
estimated emanation rate to a greater 11. Miscellaneous Midwest this year. Design practos for
extent than would a change in the protecting uranium mill tailings weers
assumed moisture content from 7.5 2 2.2. Amending UMTRCA from erosion are described in NRCs
percent to 6 percent. Given the Comment: One commenter objects to Design ofErosion Protect;on Covers for
sensitivity of the estimated diffusion an appefent EPA request to amend Stabilization of Uranium Mdi Tedmgs
rate to variation in the input parameters. UMTRCA to include timing Sites (1990).
EPA does not believe that = change to requirements. ,

- - _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - _ _ ___-. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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| . VI, Miscellaneous PART 192 -{ AMENDED] and placement on the pile, interim"

- stabilization (including dewatering or.

A.PoperworkReduction Act 1. The authority citation for part 192 the removal of freestanding liquids andi

c ntinues to read as follows:in light of NRC's conforming recontouring), and emplacement of a
regulations and any recordkeeping Authority: Sec. 275 of the Atomic Energy permanent redon barrier constructed to'

regulations adopted thereunder, and the Act of 1954. 42 U.SC 2022. as added by the achieve compliance with the 20 pCi/
Uranium MillTallings Radiation Control Act m -s flux standard as expeditiously assdesignation in UMTRCA of NRC and f 1978, Public law 95-604, as amended, pracdcable considering technologicalAgreement State authority to imple.nent8

and enforca such regulations, any issues Subpart D--{ Amended) feasibility (including factors beyond the
under the Paperwork Raduction Act are control of the licensee).
properly conWered by NRC in its 2. Section 192.31 is amended by (o) Factors beyor.d the control of the'

ad new pbs (k), (1), (m), (n), licensee means factors proximately
,

conforming regulations. '

( ). (P , and to read as follows:
B. Executive Order Requirements causing delay in meeting the schedule

5192.31 Dennmons and crowrefwenoes. in the applicable license for timely
This action was submitted to the emplacement of the permanent radon

| Office of Management and Budget (k) As expeditiouslyas eticable barrier notwithstanding the good faith
. . . . .

j (OMB) under Executive Order 12291, considering technologica feasibility efforts of the bcensee to achieve
I which was revoked by Executive Order means as quickl possible compliance. nase factors may include,

|j 12866 on September 30,1993. This considering: the sical characteristics but are not limited to, physical
~'action was not classified as " major" of the tailings an a site; the umits of conditions at the site; inclement

.
.

under Executive Order 12291. available technology; the need for weather or chmatic conditions; an act af |>

Therefore. the Agency did not prepare a consistency with mandatory God; an act of war; a judidal or'

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA). OMB requirements of other regulatory administrative order or dedston, or
completed their review under Executive programs; and factors beyond the change to the statutory, regulatory, or

j Order 12866. OMB's written comments control of the beensee.The phrase other legal requirements applicable to
(if any) are available in the public permits consideration of the cost of the licensee's facility that would,

|
docket. compliance only to the extent Preclude or delay the performance of

C. RegulatoryFlexibility Analysis specifically provided for by use of the activities required for compliance; labor'

term "available technology " disturbances;any modifications.
Section 603 of the Regulatory (1) Permanent Radon IFarrier means cessation or delay ordered by state,

Flexibihty Act,5 U.S.C. 603, requires the final radon barrier constructed to Federal or local agendes; delays beyond
EPA to prepare and make available for achieve compliance with, including the time reasonably required in
comment an " initial regulatory attainment of the limit on releases of obtaining necessary governmental |

flexibihty analysis" which describes the radon.222 in $ 192.32(b)(1)(l'). permits, hoenses, approvals or consent,

effect of this rule on small business (m) Arnilable technology means for activities described in the tallings'
entities. However, section 605(b) of the technologies and methods for emplacing closure plan (redon) proposed by the ,

Act provides that an analysis not be a permanent redon barrier on uranium Econsee that result from agency failure |

required when the head of an Agency mih tailings piles or impoundments. to take final action after the licensee has,

certiBes that the rule will not,if his term shall not be construed to made a good faith, timely effort to i
'

,

promulgated, have a significant include extraordinary messives or submit legally suffident applications, i
economic impact on a substantial techniques that would impose costs that responses to requests (including |

number of small entities. are grossly excessive as measured by relevant data requested by the agendes). |'

It was found in the 1989 rule for 40 practim within the industry or one that or other information, including approval )
CFR Part 61, subpart T that there was no is reasonably analogous (such as,by of the tailings closure plan by NRC or i

significant impact on small business way ofillustration only, unreasonable the affected Agreement State; and an act
entities. There has been no change in overtime, staffing or transportation or omission of any third party over
this finding, since no new taihngs piles requirements, etc., considering normal whom the licensee has no control. ,

. have been constructed since 1989. practice in the industry; laser fusion, of ( rationalmeans that a uranium
I Pursuant to section 605(b) of the soils, etc.), provided there is reasonable mib s pile or impoundment is

Regulatory Flexibility Act. 5 U.S.C. progress toward emplacement of a being u for the continued placement
605(b), EPA certifies that this rule will permanent redon barrier. To determine of uranium byproduct material or is in
not have a significant economic impact sly excessive costs, the relevant standby status for such placement. A
on a substantial number of small line against which cost increases tailings pile or impoundment is

i entitles. shall be compared is the cost estimate operational from the day that uranium
for tahgs undmeg cbsure byproduct materialis first placed in the1.ist of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 192 contained in a licensee a tailings pile or impoundment until the day final

Air pollution control, Environmental closure plan, but costs beyond such closure begins.
j protection, Groundwater protection, estimates shall not automatically be
- Hazardous constituents, Hazardous considered grossly excessive. (q) Mlestone means an enforceable

| materials, Radiation protection, Radium, (n) Tanings Closure Plan (Radon) date by which action, or the occurrence

i Radon Thorium and Uranium, means the Nuclear Regulatory of an event,is required for purposes of

Dated: October 29.1993. Commission or Agreement State achieving comphance with the 20 pC1/
m:- a flux standard.approved lan detalung activities toR Bme,

eccomphs timely emplacement of a 3. Section 192.32(a)is amer:ded by
' M""^i#8"### permanent radon barrier. A tallin s redesignating paragraphs (ali3) and
| Part 192 of chapter 1. subchapter F of closure plan shallinclude a sche ule for (a)(4) as paragraphs (a)(5) and (a)(6), andi

title 40 of the Code of Federal key radon closure milestone activities by adding new paragraphs (a)(3) and
Regulations is amended as follows: such as wind blown tallings retrieval (a)(4), to read as follows:
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g132.32 Standards. (iv) The Nuclear Regulatory by 40 CFR 192.32(b)(1)(ii).%is
(,) . . . Commission a Agreement State may,in monitoring shall be conducted using the
(3) (i) Uranium mill tailings piles or . mspon,se to a request from a licensee, procedures described in 40 CFR part 61.

autnonze by license or license Appendix B. Method 115, or any other
Im[undments that are nonoperadonalamendment a rtion of the site to measurement method proposed by a

g,o a l noe by b Nucleart'
remahi a e during the closure limnsee that the Nuclear Regulatoryp , on or an

^8"** t State shalllimit releases of Process to aampt uranium byproduct Commission or Agreament State
material as defined in section 11(e)(2) of approves as being at least as effective as" '

[ $ '' 8 * the Atomic Energy Ad.42 8).S.C. EPA Method 115 in demonstrating the9,ggy6gQ,, 7 2014(e)(2), nr to accept materials similar effecuveness of the pennanent rada,,
to the physical.chemicaland barrier in achieving compliance with

expediums)f bpacOcable omsidedng radiological chnactednim & In altu the 20 pCUma -a nux dandard.technologica ility (including uranium mill tailings and associated (ii) When phased emplacement of theg.tes kymd h cmtrol of &
hansee) aftar the pile or impoundment **"'*: frorn other semes. No such permanent radon barrier is included in

authonzadon m as a mans the applicable taihngs closure planceases to be operational. Such control
shan be carried out in accordance with

f r delaying or impedi (radon),then radon Dux monitoring
a written tallings closure plan (radon) to emplacement of the pesanent ra ,

. conducted, however the Ucensee shan
required under $ 192.32(aX4)[l) shall be

barrier over th remainder of the pile or
be in rated by the Nuclear impoundment in a manner that will be allowed to condud such monitoringRegu t ry Commission or Agreement achieve compliance with the 20 pCi/ for each portim of the paa orState into individual site licmses,

ma-s flux standard, everaged over the impoundment on which the radon(H)ne Nuclear ReguW
Commission or Agremnent State may '"g 'ghl",PC

N barn has been em laced by

b "ru "" .32(bX1), footnote
8approve e licensee's req sest to extend Commiesion or Agreement State may,in

Pthe tim for performana of milestmes res tu a request from a licensee. 4. Secti n 192if, after providing an opportunity for eo riza by license or hmnna number 1 is revised to read as follows:ublic participatim.the Nuclear nendment a partim of a pile or
tory Canmissim or Agreement .poundment to remain accessible after 5192.32 standeros. ,

State finds that compliance with the 20 emplacement of a permanent radon . . . . .

pCi/m -s Dux standard has been barrier to acce ursalum byproduct '
...

demonstrated using a method approved material as de ed in section 11(e)(2) of
III . . .by the NRC,in the muwr required in the Atomic Energy Act.42 U.S.C.

192.32(a)(4)(1). Only under these 2014(e)(2),if compliance with the 20 iThe standard applies to desip with a
cirrnmea- and during the period of pCUma-a flux standard of monitoring mquirement as speciSed in
the extensim must compliance with the 5192.32(b)(1)(II) is demonstrated by the $ 192.32iam
20 pCi/m3-s flux standard be Hoensee's monitoring mnducted in a 8"DP*'' H*d*4demonstrated each year. mannerconsistent with 5192.32(a)(4)(1).

(ill) he Nuclear Ragulatory Such authonzation may be provided 5. Section 192.41 is amended by
Commission or Agreement State may only if the Nuclear Regulatory revising the introductory tex 1 and
extend the Snal cx>mpliance date for Commission or Agreement State makes adding paragraph (e) to road as follows:
emplacement of the permanent rede a finding, constituting final agency '

berrier, or relevant milestene, based action and after providing an $ 192.41 Provisions,
upon cost if the new date is +blAA opportunity for pubHe participation. Except as otherwise noted in
after a finding by the Nuclear Regulatory that the site will continue to achieve the 5192.41(e), the provisions of subpart D
Commission or Agreement State, after 20 pCl/m2-a flux standard when of this part, including $$ 192.31,192.32,

; pmviding an opportunity for pubHc averaged over the entire impoundment. and 192.33, shall apply to thorium
participation, that the licensee is (4)(1) Upon emplacement of the byproduct material aad:,

; making good faith efforts to emplace a permanent radon barrier pursuant to 40 . . . . .

.L permanent radon bazvier; the delay is CFR 192.32(a)(3), the licensee shall
(e)The provisions of 5192.32(a)(3)

consistent with the definition of condud appropnate monitoring and and (4) d n t appIy to the management..

4 "available technology'* in $ 192.31(m); analysis of the radon-222 releases to f thorium byproduct matenal.l' and the delay will not rusult in redon demonstrate that the design of the
releases that are de ambd to result in permanent radon barrier is effective in (FR Doc. 93-27707 Filed 11-12-93; 8.45 amls

? signifiant incremental risk to the limiting releases of redon-222 to a level sumo coot eass-aos

;i public health, not exc.eeding 20 pCi/m -s as requireds

t
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION-

'

10 CFR Part 40

RIN 3150-AE77
3

Uranium Mill Tailings Regulations; Conforming NRC Requirements to' EPA

Standards
1

,

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
1

ACTION: Final rule. !

.;

l*

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is amending its regulations
-lgoverning the disposal of uranium mill tailings. . These changes conform j

1existing NRC regulations to regulations published by the Environmental '

Protection Agency (EPA). 'The conforming amendments are intended sto clarify
,

the existing rules by ensuring timely emplacement of the final radon barrier

and by requiring appropriate verification ofLthe radon flux through that

barrier. .This action is related tc another action by EPA to rescind itsL.

National Emissions Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) for. radon

emissions from the licensed disposal of uranium mill tailings at non-

operational sites.

'

-

EFFECTIVE.DATE: This regulation becomes effective on (30 days after

publication in the Federal Register).

, .
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Catherine R. Mattsen, Office of Nuclear

Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555,

telephone (301) 492-3638.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On April 29, 1983 (48 9584), EPA proposed general environmentala

,

standards for uranium and tnucium mill tailings sites licensed by NRC or one

of its Agreement States. Final standards were published on September- 30, 1983

(48 FR 45926), and codified in 40 CFR part 192, subparts D and E. On

October 16, 1985 (50 FR 41852), NRC published amendments to 10 CFR part 40 to

conform its rules to EPA's general standards in 40 CFR part 192, as it

affected matters other than ground water protection. Both NRC and EPA
!

regulations included a design standard requiring that the tailings or wastes,

L

from mill operations be covered to provide reasonable assurance that radon

released to the atmosphere from the tailings or wastes will not exceed an

average of 20 picocuries per square meter per second -(pCi/m's) for 1000 years,

|- to the extent reasonably achievable, and in any case, for 200 years.

Neither the EPA standards of 1983 nor NRC's conforming standards of 1985

established compliance schedules to ensure that the tailings piles would be

expedit'ousl' closed and the 20 pCi/m*s standard would be met within a

,

reasonable period of time. Criterion 6 of appendix A to part 40 was initially '

,

only a design standard and did not require verification that the radon-
|

| releases meet this " flux standard."

2 Enclosure 2
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'In response to the separate requirements of the Clean Air Act (CAA), EPA

promulgated additional standards in 40 CFR part 61 (subpart T for non- |

operational sites) to ensure that the piles would be closed in a timely manner

(December 15, 1989; 54 FR 51654). This regulation applies only to uranium

mill tailings and requires, in addition to the flux standard of 20 pCi/m's,

that once a uranium mill tailings pile or impoundment ceases to be

operational, it must be closed and brought into compliance with the standard '

within two years of the effective date of the standard (by December 15,1991)

or within two years of the day it ceases to be operational, whichever is

later. If it were not physically possible for the mill owner or operator to

complete disposal within that time, EPA contemplated a negotiated compliance

agreement with the mill owner or operator pursuant to EPA's enforcement

authority in order to assure that disposal would be completed as quickly as

possible. Subpart T of 40 CFR part 61 also requires testing for all piles

within the facility to demonstrate compliance with the emission limit and

specifies reporting and recordkeeping associated with this demonstration.
4

Subpart T was challenged by a number of parties including the American

Mining Congress (AMC), the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), and the Natural

Resources Defense Council (NRDC). In addition, AMC, the NRC, and others filed

an administrative petition for reconsideration of subpart T. Among the

concerns of these parties was the argument that the overlap between EPA's

subpart D of 40 CFR part 192 (based on the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation

Control Act (UMTRCA)) and subpart T of 40 CFR part 61 (based on the CAA)

resulted in regulations that are unnecessarily burdensome and duplicative.

.

Among other things, the industry also alleged that subpart T was unlawful
,

because it was physically impossible to come into compliance with subpart T in

3 Enclosure 2;
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the time required. In November 1990, Congress amended the CAA by including a

newprovision,section112(d)(9). This provision authorized EPA to decline to

regulate radionuclide emissions from NRC licensees under the CAA if EPA found,

by rule, after consultation with NRC, that the regulatory program implemented

by NRC protects the public health with an ample margin of safety.

In July 1991, EPA, NRC, and the affected Agreement States began

discussions concerning the dual regulatory programs established under UMTRCA

and the CAA. In October 1991, those discussions resulted in a Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) between EPA, NRC, and the affected Agreement States. The

MOU outlines the steps each party would take to both eliminate regulatory

redundancy and to ensure uranium mill tailings piles are closed as

expeditiously as practicable. (The MOU was published by EPA on

October 25,1991 (56 FR 55434) as part of a proposal to stay subpart T.) The

primary purpose of the MOU is to ensure that the owners and operators of all

disposal sites that have ceased operation and those owners and operators of

sites that will cease operation in the future effect emplacement of a final

earthen cover to limit radon emissions to a flux of no more than 20 Pci/m's as

expeditiously as practicable considering technological feasibility. The M00

presents a goal that all current disposal sites be closed and in compliance

with the radon emission standard by .the end of 1997 or within seven years of

the date on which existing operations cease and standby sites enter disposal

status. The attachment to the M00 lists specific target dates for completing

emplacement of final earthen covers to limit radon emissions from non- '

operational tailings impoundments. These target dates were based on

consultations with the licensed mill operators.
,.

4 Enclosure 2
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On December 31, 1991, the EPA published three Federal Register notices:

a final rule to stay the effectiveness of 40 CFR part 61, subpart T, as it

applies to owners and operators of uranium mill tailings disposal sites

licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State (56 FR 67537); a proposed rule to

rescind 40 CFR part 61, subpart T, as it applies to uranium mill tailings

disposal sites licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State (56 FR 67561); and an

advance notice of proposed rulemaking to amend 40 CFR part 192, subpart D, to

require that site closure occur as expeditiously as practicable considering -

technological feasibility and to add a demonstration of compliance with the

design standard for radon releases (56 FR 67569). The stay of effectiveness

of subpart T is to remain in effect until EPA takes final action to rescind

subpart T and amend 40 CFR part 192, subpart D, to ensure that the remaining

rules are as protective of the public health with an ample margin of safety as

implementation of subpart T, or until June 30, 1994. If EPA fails to complete

these rulemakings by that date, the stay will expire and the requirements of

subpart T will become effective.

The stay of effectiveness of subpart T was also challenged. Discussions

continued between EPA, the litigants, and the NRC. In February 1993, final

agreement was-reached to settle the pending litigation and the administrative

proceeding, avoid potential future litigation, and otherwise agree to a

consensus approach to regulation of licensed non-operational uranium mill

tailings disposal sites. EPA announced the settlement agreement in a notice

of April 1, 1993 (58 FR.17230). The NRC was not a signatory to this agreement

but agreed in principle with the settlement agreement. The settlement

agreement further defined steps for implementing the M00. It called for the -

NRC to amend its regulations in appendix A of part 40 to be substantially

5 Enclosure 2
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consistent with a specific regulatory approach described in the settlement
|

agreement. It also described actions to be taken by the parties to the

agreement which were intended to implement the MOU and eliminate further

litigation with respect to subpart T.

On June 8, 1993 (58 FR 32174), the EPA proposed minor amendments to

40 CFR part 192, subpart D, to ensure timely emplacement of the final radon

barrier and to require monitoring to verify radon flux levels (a one-time 4

verification). In that notice, the EPA stated its tentative conclusion that

if those amendments to 40 CFR part 192, subpart D, were properly implemented

by NRC and the Agreement States to ensure specific, enforceable closure

schedules and radon level monitoring, the NRC's regulatory program for non-

operational uranium mill tailings piles would protect the public health with

an ample margin of safety. The EPA also noted its intent to publish a

proposed finding for public comment on whether the NRC program protects public

health with an ample margin of safety before taking final action on rescission

of 40 CFP, part 61, subpart T.

On November 3, 1993 (58 FR 58657), the NRC pu'lished a proposed revisionb

to appendix A of part 40 intended to conform to EPA's proposed revisions to

40 CFR part 192, subpart D.- On November 15, 1993 (58 FR 60340), the EPA .

published.a final effective rule amending 40 CFR part 192, subpart D. This

final amendment to appendix A of 10 CFR part 40 must conform to

40 CFR part 192, subpart D, as amended on November 15, 1993. Changes in this

final rule that relate to' changes made in EPA's final rule are noted in the

detailed discussion.

On February 7,1994 (59 FR 5674), the EPA published a supplement to its

proposed rescission of subpart T as it applies to owners and operators of
|

6 Enclosure 2
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uranium mill tailings disposal sites licensed by the NRC or an Agreement
'

State. That action was also taken in accordance with the settlement

agreement. That notice did not' present a change from EPA's plans, strategies, |

or findings as discussed in the actions pertaining to the revision of

40 CFR part 192, subpart D. EPA invited comments on the proposed rescission

of subpart T and on its determination that the NRC regulatory program protects j

public health and safety with an ample margin. It does not specifically

address NRC actions except that EPA has again stated that this conforming rule j

is necessary to support the rescission of 40 CFR part 61, subpart T.

EPA's revision to 40 CFR part 192 is not intended to change EPA's l

original rationale or scheme . set forth in its 1983 rule. The EPA rule " seeks

to clarify and supplement that scheme in a manner that will better support its
..

-

original intent." EPA's . final rule and this NRC conforming rule require that

when a uranium mill becomes non-operational, the final barrier to control

radon will be emplaced as expeditiously as practicable considering

technological feasibility (including factors beyond the control of the

licensee). Setting interim dates for achieving milestones towards emplacement

will support and better assure this progress. Also, post-emplacement

determination of radon flux will serve as confirmation that the design of the

cover is working as intended. EPA's June 8, 1993 (58 FR 32174), notice of

proposed rulemaking and its November 15,1993 (58 FR 60340), notice of final

rulemaking provide detailed discussion of the rationale for-the action and the

legislative and regulatory history leading to its proposal.-
~

7 Enclosure 2
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Coordination with Affected NRC Agreement States

The affected Agreement States of Colnrado, Texas, and Washington, as

well as the State of Illinois, were provided a draft of the proposed rule

before its promulgation. These States' comments and the Commission's

responses were discussed in the notice of proposed rulemaking of November 3,

1993 (58 FR 58657). Copies of that notice were sent to the affected States.

One. State submitted comments, which are addressed below along with the other

comments received.

Issue of Compatibility with Agreement States

.

The Commission hrs determined that these changes are a Division 2 matter

of compatibility. Onder Division 2, States must adopt the provisions of an

NRC rule but can aiopt more stringent provisions. A State may not adopt less

stringent ones. Thir, designation (Division 2) is compatible with section 274o

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (AEA).

Description of the Rule
,

Section 84a(2) of the AEA requires the Commission to conform its

regulations governing uranium mill tailings to applicable EPA requirements and

standards. Based on this requirement and the plans and~ schedules related to

the rescission discussed in this document, the NRC proposed to amend appendix

A of 10 CFR part 40 to conform to EPA proposed amendments to 40 CFR part 192,

subpart D, concerning non-operational, NRC or Agreement State licensed' mill

8 Enclosure 2
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tailings sites. Criterion 6 of appendix A to part 40 requires that an earthen

cover (or approved alternative cover) be placed over uranium mill tailings to

control the release of radon-222 at the end of milling operations. This cover

is to be designed to provide reasonable assurance that releases of radon will

not exceed an average of 20 pCi/m's and that the barrier will be effective in

controlling radon releases to this level for 1,000 years, to the extent
_

reasonably achievable, and, in any case, for at least 200 years. The design

for satisfying the longevity requirement includes features for erosion control

such as the placement of riprap over the earthen cover itself. (Criterion 6
is also applicable to thorium mill tailings. These amendments to Criterion 6

apply to uranium v.'ll tailings only.)

This rule, both as proposed and as now being adopted, amends

Criterfon 6, adds a new Criterion 64, and adds to the definitions contained in

the Introduction to appendix A to part 40.

Paragraphs (1), (5), (6), and (7) of revised Criterion 6 contain the

previously existing requirements of Criterion 6. These provisions were not

the subject of or affected by this rulemaking. These preexisting portions of

Criterion 6 appear in this notice only for the purpose of numbering the

paragraphs for ease of reference to specific requirements contained within the

criterion. However, minor conforming revisions, as proposed, have been made

to paragraph (1) of Criterion 6 and its footnotes for clarity and consistency

with the r requirements.

This rule adds a requirement to Criterion 6 for a one-time verification

that the barrier, as constructed, is effective in controlling releases of

radon from uranium byproduct material to levels no greater than 20 pCi/m's

when averaged over the pile or impoundment. .This provision, which appears at

9 Enclosure 2
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paragraph (2), also specifies EPA method 115, as described in 40 CFR part 61,

appendix B, as a standard for adequate demonstration of compliance. As is

required by the recent amendments to 40 CFR part 192, subpart D, the licensee

must use this method or another approved by the NRC as being at least as

effective in demonstrating the effectiveness of the final radon barrier. A

copy of 40 CFR part 61, appendix B, has been made available for inspection at

the NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level),

Washington, DC. _

Because of practical reasons, the verification of radon flux levels must

take place after emplacement of the final radon barrier but before completion

of erosion protection features. In order for the results of the verification

to remain valid, erosion protection features must be completed before
,

significant degradation of the earthen barrier occurs. The NRC will consider

this in a final determination of compliance with Criterion 6. The NRC could

require, among other things, repetition of part or all of the verification

procedures on a case-by-case basis if significant delay occurs before

completion of erosion protection features.

Paragraph (3) of revised Criterion 6 adds a requirement that, if the
,

reclamation plan calls for phased emplacement of the final radon barrier, the

verification of radon flux be performed on each portion of the pile or

impoundment as the final radon barrier is completed.

Paragraph (4) specifies the reporting and recordkeeping to be made in

connection with this demonstration of effectiveness of the final radon !

barrier. A one-time report that details the method of verification is to be

made within 90 days of completion of the final determination of radon flux

levels. Records will be required to be kept until license termination

10 Enclosure 2
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documenting the source of input parameters and the results of all measurements

on which they are based, the ca1culations and/or analytical methods used to
,

derive values for input parameters, and the procedure used to determine

compliance. These reporting and recordkeeping requirements are comparable to

the EPA requirements in 40 CFR part 61, subpart T.

The Commission notes that the proper implementation of the design

standard of paragraph (1) of Criterion 6 is of primary importance in the

control of radon releases. The addition of the requirement for verification

of radon flux levels does not replace or detract from the importance of the

radon attenuation tailings cover design standard.

The new Crfterion 6A addresses the timeliness of achieving radon

emission control in the case of uranium mill tailings. Criterion 6A requires j
,

that the emplacement of the earthen cover (or approved alternative cover) be-

carried out in accordance with a written, Commission-approved, reclamation I

plan that includes enforceable dates for the completion of key reclamation

milestones. This plan will be incorporated as a condition of the individual

license. This plan must provide for the completion of the final radon barrier

as expeditiously as practicable considering technological feasibility after

the pile or impoundment ceases operation. This timeliness requirement has the

same goals for completing the final radon barrier as were in the M0V discussed

above. In addition, erosion protection features must also be completed in a

timely manner in accordance with the Commission-approved reclamation plan.

For the purposes of Criterion 6A, definitions are being added to the

Introduction of appendix A to part 40 (in alphabetical order with the

preexisting definitions) for: as expeditious 1v as oracticable considerinav

technoloaical feasibility, available technology, factors bevond the control of

11 Enclosure 2
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the licensee, final radon barrier, milestone, operation, and reclamation olan.

These definitions are substantively the same as contained in the EPA's recent

amendment to 40 CFR part 192, subpart D. However, reclamation olan covers a

broader range of activities than required in EPA's tailinos closure olan-

(radon). Reclamation of the tailings in accordance with appendix A to part 40

includes activities also occurring after the end of operation that are beyond

those involved in the control of radon releases, such as groundwater

remediation. Thus, it is appropriate and efficient for planning if these

activities are addressed in a single document. (This rule would also allow

the reclamation plan to be incorporated into the pre-existing closure plan,

also required by appendix A, which includes other activities associated with

decommissioning of the mill.)

A definition of final radon barrier was also included in the '

Commission's proposed rule to facilitate the drafting of clear regulatory text

and to eliminate any ambiguity with respect to compliance with the 20 pCi/m's

" flux standard" after completion of the final earthen barrier and not as a

result of any temporary conditions or interim measures. This definition

excludes the erosion protection features which were not a subject of EPA's

amendment to 40 CFR part 192. The EPA's proposed rule had not provided a

definition of this term or comparable term. However, in its final rule, the

EPA added a definition of the term oermanent radon barrier, also to reduce

ambiguity. The EPA's definition is substantively the same as the NRC

definition of final radon barrier. The EPA used the word " permanent" in

keeping with the terminology of the settlement agreement but defined

" permanent radon barrier" as "the final radon barrier constructed to achieve

compliance with, including attainment of, the limit on releases of radon-222

12 Enclosure 2
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in i 192.32(b)(1)(ii)." Both definitions refer to comparable standards

requiring control of radon releases to levels not exceeding 20 pCi/m's after

closure. This final NRC rule continues to use the word " final" as proposed,

because it is more appropriate. The word " final" more accurately describes

the last earthen cover over the tailings pile without the erosion protection-

features. The barrier would not provide permanent protection without the

erosion protection features. Even after these features are completed, the

applicable long-term design standard in paragraph (1) of Criterion 6 is

" effective for 1,000 years, to the extent reasonably achievable, and, in ai.y

case, for at least 200 years." Although not intended by EPA, the term

" permanent" could be interpreted to imply " forever."

Factors beyond the control of the licensee are defined as factors
|

proximately causing delay in meeting the schedule in the applicable
;

o
reclamation plan for the timely emplacement of the final radon barrier !

notwithstanding the good faith efforts of the licensee to complete the j

barrier. Consistent with the final version of EPA's rule, the following

description of possible factors beyond the control of the licensee has been

added t s the definition in this final rule: these factors may include, but are

not limited to:
{

Physical conditions at the site;

Inclement weather or climatic conditions;
i

An act of God;

An act of war;

A judicial or administrative order or decision, or change to the

statutory, regulatory, or other legal requirements applicable to the
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licensee's facility that would preclude or delay the performance of activities

required for compliance;

Labor disturbances;

Any modifications, cessation, or delay ordered by State, Federal, or

local agencies;

Delays beyond the time reasonably required in obtaining necessary

government permits, licenses, approvals, or consent for activities described

in the reclamation plan proposed by the licensee that result- from agency

failure to take final action after the licensee has made a good faith, timely

effort to submit legally sufficient applications', responses to requests
.

(including relevant data requested by the agencies), or other information,

including approval of the reclamation plan; and

An act or omission of any third party over whom the licensee has no

control.

In the definition of available technoloav, the phrase "and provided

there is reasonable progress toward emplacement of a permanent radon barrier"'

was not included in the Commission's proposed rule as it seemed inappropriate

within the definition and the concept is incorporated into the standard

itself, i.e. , Criterion 6A. This phrase has been included in the final

definition with the word " final" in place of " permanent" in keeping with the
,

terminology used in this rule. A parenthetical with illustrative examples of
,

grossly excessive costs has also been added consistent with EPA's final
.

amendments.

The definitions for as expeditiously as oracticable considerina

'technolooical feasibility and reclamation olan have been specifically'

identified as applying to only Criterion 6A to prevent any potential

'
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misapplication. This has not been done in the case of the other definitions

because either the terms are not used elsewhere in appendix A or are used

consistently with the definitions being added.

This rule goes beyond EPA's rule by requiring that the erosion

protection barriers (or other features for longevity) be completed in a timely

manner. However, the rule does not require that enforceable dates be

established for completion of erosion protection as a condition of license.

(The key reclamation activities or " milestones" for which enforceable dates

are to be established are the same as in EPA's rule.) The reason for this

difference is so that the NRC can assure that erosion protection is completed

before the barrier could degrade significantly while allowing more flexibility
'

in this regard than for the " key reclamation milestones." Allowing *

|

significant degradation of the cover before completion of other aspects of the

design could violate the design basis. |

As a result of the MOU, most affected licensees (those facilities that

were non-operational at the time of the MOU) have voluntarily submitted

reclamation plans which include proposed dates for' attainment of key

reclamation milestones. (Planning for reclamation activities with Commission

approval was required by previously existing regulations.) The process of

approving those reclamation plans, at least those portions dealing' with

control of radon emissions, and amending the licenses to make the dates for

com,11etion of key reclamation milestones a condition of license is complete

with the exception of the Atlas site in Moab, Utah. (lit this case, license

amendment has been delayed pending resolution of issues raised when the action-

was noticed in the Federal Register.) These impoundments are in the process

of being reclaimed with varying degrees of completion. Other affected NRC
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licensees include one whose impoundment has ceased operation since the MOU and

who is in the process of preparing a reclamation plan, and four with

operational impoundments who will be affected at the time the impoundments

cease to be operational.

The considerations made in these recent licensing actions have been

consistent with those reflected in this rule, i.e., paragraph (1) of

Criterion 64 has essentially been implemented prior to promulgation as a

result of the MOU and the settlement agreement and in anticipation of the

am ,dments to 40 CFR part 192 and this rulemaking. Thus, the deadlines for

..npletion of milestones established in licenses will not need to be

reconsidered as a result of this rule. Also, the actions taken since the NOU

in the case of the Atlas site in Moab, Utah are consistent with this .

,

rulemaking. The licensee has submitted proposed revisions to its reclamation

pl ans. The licensee has also supplied further information and proposed

modifications to address concerns that have been raised. Notices of proposed

amendments to the license to provide for public participation have been

published. The most recent of these was published on April 7,1994

(58 FR 16665). Delays in the schedule for radon barrier emplacement are as a

result of difficultie.c in resolving technical issues related to the adequacy

of_ plans for erosion protection and groundwater protection _and the

consideration of alternatives under the National Environmental Policy Act.

Thus, delays result from a combination of "the need for consistency with

mandatory requirements of other regulatory programs" and " factors beyond the

control of the licensee." Thi.s case is primarily an example of factor number

(8) _in the definition of factors bfvond tha control of the licensee concerning

delays in obtaining necessary approvals. The issues of concern in the
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approval of this revised reclamation plan are yet to be resolved and further

delays are possible. However, no new issues with regard to the scheduling of

final radon barrier emplacement are added as a result of this rule. The

license amendment process and the approval of the reclamation plans will not

be adversely affected. The NRC staff is continuing to provide timely

attention to the resolution of this case.

Paragraph (2) of Criterion 6A adds specific criteria for certain

circumstances under which the NRC may extend the time allowed for completion

of key milestones once enforceable dates have been established. An

opportunity for public participation will be provided in a decision to extend

the time allowed in these cases. The Commission may approve an extension of

the schedule for meeting milestones if it is demonstrated that radon emissions

do not exceed 20 pCi/m's averaged over the entire impoundment. The intent of

this provision is that, if the radon release rates are as low as will be

required after closure, there is no need for complex justifications for

delaying completion of reclamation. However, the Commission may not

necessarily extend deadlines for completion of milestones. indefinitely on this

basis alone. In addition, the Commission may approve an extension of the

final compliance date for completion of the final radon barrier based upon

cost if the Commission finds that the licensee is making good faith efforts to |

emplace the final radon barrier, that the delay is consistent with the

definition of available technoloav, and that the radon releases caused by the

delay will not result in a significant incremental risk'to the public health. 1

If the basis for approving a delay is that the radon levels do not exceed

20 pCi/m*s, verification of radon levels will be required annually. Any other
'

reconsideration of deadlines once established as a result of changing
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circumstances would be evaluated under paragraph (1) of Criterion 6A giving

consideration to all factors relevant to the "as expeditiously as practicable

considering technological feasibility" standard.

Paragraph (3) of Criterion 6A, as proposed, was to allow for the

continued acceptance of uranium byproduct material or such materials that are

similar in physical, chemical, and radiological characteristics to the uranium

mill tailings and associated wastes in the pile or impoundment, from other

sources, for disposal into a portion of the impoundment after the end of
_

operation but during closure activities. This authorization was to be made

only after providing an opportunity for public participation. This paragraph
1

| was intended to conform with proposed 40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(iii). In the
~

context of appendix A, "during closure activities" could include the period

after emplacement of the final radon barrier. In this circumstance, the

Commission may except completion of reclamation activities for a small portion

of the impoundment from the deadlines established in the license. The

proposed rule specified that the verification requirements for radon releases

may still be satisfied in this case if the Commission finds that the
|

impoundment will continue to achieve a level of radon releases not exceeding

20 pCi/m's averaged over the entire impoundment. However, reclamation of the

remaining disposal area, as appropriate, would be required in a timely manner

once the waste disposal operations cease.

This paragraph has been somewhat revised in the final rule consistent

with revisions made in EPA's final rule; these provisions now appear at

40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(iv) and (v). Both final rules are more consistent with

the settlement agreement in this regard. The revisions are (1) that only

byproduct material, not "similar" material, will be approved.for disposal
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after the final radon barrier is complete except for the continuing disposal

area and the verification of radon flux levels has been made, and (2) that

public participation is specifically to be provided for only in the case of

continued disposal after radon flux verification.

The final rule has also been modified by changing the words "as

expeditiously as practicable" in the last sentence of this paragraph to "in a

timely manner" to avoid the unintended application of the definition of the

term "as expeditiously as practicable considering technological feasibility"

to activities beyond the emplacement of the final radon barrier. Additional

clarifying language has also been added to this paragraph.

Note, as discussed in EPA's statements of consideration for its

amendment of 40 CFR part 192 (at 58 FR 32183; June 8,1993 and reiterated at

58 FR 60354; November 15, 1993), the reclamation of evaporation ponds may be

dealt with separately from meeting the expeditious radon cover requirements if

deemed appropriate by the Commission or the regulating Agreement State. This

may be the case whether or not the evaporation pond area is being used for

continued disposal of byproduct material.

The opportunities for public participation specified in Criterion 6A are

in keeping with the HOU and the settlement agreement, and will be made through

a notice in the Federal Register providing an opportunit," for public comment

on the proposed license amendment. This notice will also provide the

opportunity to request an informal hearing in accordance with the Commission's

regulations in 10 CFR part 2, subpart L.
,

.
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Analysis of Comments

In response to the proposed rule, the Commission received comments from

seven organizations including one State regulatory agency, the Environmental

Protection Agency, and five industry organizations. Copies of the comments

may be examined and copied for a fee at the Commission's Public Document Room

at 2120 L Street, NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC. The following discussion

summarizes and responds to the comments.

General: Need and basis for rule

Comment. The commenters were generally in favor of the proposed rule.

However, most had some suggestions for modifications. Many of these proposed.

modifications reflected a desire for stricter adherence to the words of the

settlement agreement or to EPA's final rule. One commenter said that it

understood the proposal to be consistent with the terms that industry

litigants accepted in the related EPA proceedings. The American Mining

Congress (AMC) and the Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO), which incorporated

all of the AMC comments by reference in its comments, specifically supported

the rule for the purpose of impismenting the settlement agreement and in order

that the "duplicative" Clean Air Act requirements in 40 CFR part 61,

subpart T, would be rescinded. AMC and ARC 0 contended that the rule was not

needed to protect public health with the ample margin of safety required as a

basis for rescinding subpart T, but that it would strengthen existing

protection. Specifically, it was suggested that 9 40.63 gives NRC the

ability to provide post-closure testing; that i 40.42(c)(2)(i),(iii), and
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(iv) can provide for timely reclamation of the tailings; that proper

milestones have been added to licenses under the existing regulatory program;

and that EPA has never issued a finding of unacceptable risk. In addition,

AMC provided extensive background and support for rescission of subpart T and

elimination of dual regulation.

Response. The Comission has stated and continues to believe that its

program provides an adequate degree of protection of the public health and-

safety but that this rule provides greater assurance that the final radon
1

barrier will be completed in a timely manner and in accordance with the design
'

standard. The Commission disagrees with certain statements made by commenters

to support their contention that this rule was not necessary to support the
irescission of subpart T. With regard to s 40.63 and post-closure testing, ;
!

because footnote I to Criterion 6 specifically indicated that no radon ;

monitoring was required, the Commission would not have considered it

appropriate to use s 40.63 to require post-closure testing to verify that

radon flux levels do not exceed 20 pCi/m's. It was also suggested that

s 40.42 adequately addresses the timeliness _of tailings reclamation.

Although decommissioning normally includes cleanup of a site, appendix A

provides the detailed closure requirements for mills in which the reclamation

of tailings is covered as a separate activity and, thus, is an exception to

the general requirements for decommissioning. This is a result of the unique

treatment of tailings under UMTRCA, which provides for the ultimate custodial

care of tailings by the Federal government rather than a return to

unrestricted use. The timeliness statement in s 40.42(c)(2)(iv) is
interpreted as applying to the decommissioning of the mill not to reclamation

of the tailings. The background materials submitted by AMC have been reviewed
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to assure that there are no gaps in the information previously available to

the Commission in its deliberations.

As a general response concerning the use of the exact words of the

settlement agreement and the EPA regulations, the Commission notes that it is

required to " conform" to 40 CFR part 192 by section 84a(2) of the AEA and has

agreed in principle to, but was not a party to, the settlement agreement. In

past conforming changes, conformance has not been viewed as requiring

identical wording and flexibility has been used for clarity and to account for

different formats and contents of rules. Thus, the Commission is not bound to

the exact words in either case. Some differences are necessary to avoid
'

ambiguity or confusion. For example, with regard to this rulemaking, the

scope of both the settlement agreement and the EPA amendments were limited tb

the completion of the final radon barrier and did not extend to the longevity

aspect of radon control nor to other aspects of reclamation. The terms

" reclamation" and " closure" have a broader meaning in appendix A than as used

in the settlement agreement or in EPA's amendments to 40 CFR part 192. It ,

would not be practical to limit the use of these terms for the purpose of

these specific amendments to appendix A. There are other terms that must also

be used carefully because of their use in NRC regulations or by the regulated

industry. Beyond what was considered necessary to avoid ambiguity and to
| provide appropriate expansion beyond the scope of EPA's amendments, the

Commission has attempted to be consistent with the words of the settlement

agreement and 40 CFR part 192.
|:

,
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Definitions

Comment. The four industry commenters who suggested that changes were

needed all believed it was important that the definitions of factors bevond

the control of the licensee and available technoloov be completely consistent

with the settlement agreement and the final amendments to 40 CFR part 192,

subpart D, and specifically, to include all the illustrative examples within

the definition, not just in the statement of considerations. Some also

suggested that the words " complete the barrier" in the oefinition of factors

beyond the control of the licensee be changed to "acnieve compliance." They

were concerned that the intent of the parties to the settlement agreement

would not be carried out in the interpretation of these terms in the future.

Some specifically noted the loss of personnel familiar with the issues that

will accompany the close of the NRC uranium recovery field office (URF0). The

EPA did not suggest that including all of the illustrative text was necessary

for conformance but suggested it would be best to include the phrase "provided

there is reasonable progress toward emplacement of the final radon barrier"

(from 40 CFR 192.31(m)) in NRC's definition of available technoloav. The EPA

also suggested adding "in compliance with Criterion 64-(l)" after " complete

the barrier" in the definition of factors beyond the control of the licensee

for clarity and to assure proper implementation of subpart D of

40 CFR part 192.

Response. Explanations concerning the Commission's intent regarding its

interpretation of its regulations that appear in statements of consideration 1

stand as a record of the Commission's intent. However, inclusion within the

regulatory text makes the illustrative examples more readily available so that

i
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questions of interpretation are less likely to arise. Consistent with EPA's

final amendments to 40 CFR part 192, all of the illustrative examples have

been added in the final definitions. The additional text suggested by EPA has

also been included in these definitions.

Coment. Most of the industry comenters also wanted the definition of

milestone to be worded exactly as in 40 CFR part 192. The concern was

primarily that milestones not be required to be established for actions beyond

meeting the radon " flux standard." Some of the comenters also suggested that
_

the use in the preamble of varying modifiers, " key," " interim," and

" reclamation," to " milestones" and " milestone activities," which are used

interchangeably, was confusing.

j Response. The definition of milestone has not been changed because the

Comission believes it is less confusing in that it is in better agreement

with normal usage. There is no substantive difference in the standard as a

result of this difference and it gives the Comission the flexibility to use

the term generically. The concerns expressed are addressed alternatively

through minor revisions to the definition of reclamation olan and paragraph

(2) of Criterion 6A to further clarify that no deadlines are required to be

established in the licenses beyond completing the final radon barrier as a

result of this rulemaking and that any other schedules established in a

license do not come under the specific provisions of paragraph (2) of-

Criterion 6A. The term " milestone activities" has been avoided in this final-

rule as it is redundant given this definition. The terms " key," " interim,"

and " reclamation" are used in accordance with their dictionary definitions and

require no further definition. As is clear from the definition of reclamation

DlAn, the term " reclamation" is not limited to radon control measures.
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No comments were received concerning the definitions of: n

expeditiously as oracticable considerino technolooical feasibility, final

radon barrier, and operation.

Criterion 6 - Verification of radon release levels

- Coment . Some commenters suggested that paragraph (4) of Criterion 6

could be interpreted to require submission cf the results of radon

measurements after measurements are made on a portion of an impoundment in the

case of phased emplacement of the radon barrier. Two commenters suggested

that interim reports might be required in a particular case subject to the |

agreement of the licensee, but objected to the possible interpretation that

separate reports be required routinely on each portion. One suggested that it '

should be clarified that the testing need not be done on each portion as the'

cover is completed. ,

j
Response. Paragraph (3) specifically requires testing to be done on '

each portion of the impoundment as the cover is completed in the case of

phased emplacement. This was made a requirement rather than simply being

allowed as in 40 CFR 192.32(b)(4)(ii) because of the requirement in paragraph

(2) of this Criterion to conduct testing and analysis prior to placement of

erosion protection features and the importance of timeliness in completing

erosion protection features. There is, however, no specific time limit

established in the regulation for these measurements on the individual

portions of the impoundment.-

Paragraph (4) requires submittal of a report 90 days after completion of

the testing and analysis. Because this verification is of radon flux levels
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averaged over the impoundment,-it is not complete until all testing and

analysis is complete for the whole impoundment. Thus, only one report is

required, although further testing and analysis with associated reporting -

could be required in a particular case if the initial report is not

acceptable. Hinor editorial changes have been made to further clarify this

point. Note, although it is impractical to do so routinely, riprap or other

erosion protection barriers can be disturbed in order to take a radon emission

measurement if necessary.

Comment. One commenter suggested that paragraph (2) of Criterion 6
f

should contain details such as are contained in 40 CFR part 61.on the one-time

measurement which are intended to assure that conditions under which the flux

is measured lead to a reasonable average flux. It was suggested that this ''

would eliminate confusion with footnote 2 that applies to the design

criterion. Related to this, some commenters argued for deletion of part of
,

existing footnote 2 regarding average radon emissions being "over a period of

at least one year, but a period short compared to 100 years." These commenters

were concerned that long-term monitoring could be implied. Also,.two

commenters said the footnote was contrary to the settlement agreement and the

EPA rule. One said specifically that it was inconsistent with language of

40 CFR 192.12(b)(2).

-Response. Footnote 2 applies only to the design criterion. Although

- the new testing and analysis is intended to verify the effectiveness of the

- radon barrier, it does not need to take place over the period of time

specified in footnote 2. However, it should be reasonably representative of

long-tern radon releases. The details concerning conditions 'for flux'

measurements in 40 CFR part 61 are contained in the description of Method ~115
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in appendix B and address such matters as the weather conditions at the time

measurements are performed. Method 115 is specifically identified in this

standard as acceptable and, if used, the conditions embodied in the

description.in appendix B of 40 CFR part 61 would apply. Because Method 115

is also a standard for the adequacy of other verification methods in.

Criterion 6, alternative methods must be approved by the Commission as being

at least as effective as Method 115. Similar considerations to those embodied

in Method 115 concerning the representiveness of the ireasurement results of

the long term radon releases will be made in judging alternative methods.

Details of conditions for measurement need not be specified in this rule.

Modifying footnote 2 substantively, as was suggested by the comenters,

would be outside the scope of this rulemaking. Footnote 2 is consistent with

40 CFR part 192, subpart D, which contains the same footnote (in the

comparable design standard, 40 CFR 192.32(b)(1)(ii)). The footnote was not

intended to and does not require long-term monitoring. The Commission agrees

that long-term monitoring would be contrary to the settlement agreement.

Coment. One commenter argued that the existing requirement to reduce

gamma exposure to background levels should be eliminated or applied only at

the site boundary. This commenter stated that this requirement appears to be

a misinterpretation of the intent of 40 CFR part 192, subpart A. This

commenter also said that the radon cover will attenuate gamma radiation to

near background levels in most cases; and that in an unusual case, adding to |

the cover to control gamma exposure levels could be unnecessarily expensive,

as access is restricted. The commenter believed that, as a minimum, the

Comission should specify a limit based on acceptable risk to the maximum-

exposed individual that .can be supported' by a cost-benefit analysis. i
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Response. The criterion on gamma exposure levels is not based on

40 CFR part 192 nor any other EPA regulation. It has been in appendix A to

part 40 since it was originally added to part 40 on October 3,1980

(45 FR 65521). This aspect of Criterion 6 is outside the scope of this

rulemaking. However, if the cost of meeting any criterion in appendix A is

excessive in a specific case due to unique conditions, the licensee may

request an alternative approach in accordance with the Introduction to

appendix A.

Criterion 6A, paragraph (1) - Requirement for timeliness

Coment. Two commenters were concerned that the parenthetical

"(including factors beyond the control of the licensee)" was not included in

the standard following, "as expeditiously as practicable considering

technological feasibility" as in 40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(i) even though it is

contained in the definition of as exneditiousiv as oracticable considerina

technoloaical feasibility. They claimed that this could lead to

misinterpretation that the standard deletes this essential concept. *

Response. A parenthetical statement noting that the term .al

expeditiousiv as oracticable considerina technoloaical feasibility is

specifically defined in the Introduction and includes " factors beyond the
.

control of the licensee" has been added.

Coment . Some of the commenters opposed the establishment of separate

milestone deadlines for dewatering and recontouring, saying that the

settlement agreement and 40 CFR part 192 specify only three required

milestones including just one for interim stabilization. Dewatering and
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recontouring are part of interim stabilization. These commenters said that

this was also inconsistent with the practice with existing licenses. The EPA

noted that it agreed with NRC's statement in the preamble of its proposed rule

that the concept of milestones could not be omitted.

Response. The final rule has been changed to specifically require the

establishment of deadlines for only three milestones: wind blown tailings

retrieval and piccement on the pile, interim stabilization (including

dewatering or the removal of freestanding liquids and recontouring), and final

radon barrier construction. The Commission, however, retains the authority to

require the establishment of additional milestones determined to be " key" to

the completion of the final radon barrier in an individual case (note the

words "but not limited to" in the definition of reclamation olan). This is'
consistent with 40 CFR nart 192, subpart D, and with the settlement agreement.

The Commission has no intent at this time to change the milestones for which

deadlines have already been approved in individual licensing actions.

Coment. The EPA noted that it understands that emplacement of the

final radon barrier is a requisite milestone but was concerned that it could

be interpreted otherwise, and suggested clarification. The EPA also noted

that it understands " deadlines" to mean dates by which actions must be

completed and " established as a condition of an individual license" to mean

incorporation of a condition into a license by the Commission. However, the

EPA was concerned that paragraph (1) of Criterion 6A may be ambiguous and

provided specific suggested edits.

Response. Paragraph (1) of Criterion 6A has been modified slightly to

address EPA's concerns, although not exactly as suggested. The Commission

believes it is clear that completion of the final radon barrier is a requisite
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milestone, that " deadlines" means dates by which actions must be completed,

and that deadlines are to be established on the basis that the barrier is to

be completed as expeditiously as practicable considering technological i

feasibility. The Commission also believes that its regulations are less

subject to misinterpretation if there is consistency of style and terminology.

Comment. Two commenters were concerned about the NRC extending the

scope of the timeliness requirement from that of 40 CFR part 192, subpart D,

stating that the "as expeditiously as practicable considering technological

feasibility" requirement should not be extended to erosion protection. They

contended that this is a term of art limited to radon emissions, that EPA used

this term to eliminate the cost-balancing standards of the AEA from radon

control measures, and that applying it to erosion protection would constrain

the use of AEA cost considerations. They also noted that NRC has adequate

authority under other aspects of its UMTRCA program to deal with concern for

degradation of the barrier and stated that NRC should handle this on a site-

specific basis through license amendment.

Response. The final rule has been modified so that the terminology "as

expeditiously as practicable considering technological feasibility" is used

only for emplacement of the final radon barrier. A general timeliness

standard for completing erosion protection features is retained. Thus, it is

clear that the licensee must complete these actions in a timely way and that

the NRC has the authority to take action if necessary in this regard.

However, the restrictive cost considerations specified for the completion of

| the-final radon barrier do not apply to decisions concorning the timeliness of

completion of erosion protection features. Instead, the more flexible,

general cost considerations of the AEA (Section 84a(1)) apply.
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'Coiment. The same commenters sought clarification of NRC's intent in

extending reclamation plans to cover groundwater protection. They. asked
1..

whether the NRC could prevent licensees from continuing surface reclamation '

until groundwater issues are resolved, stating that this was not past .)

practice. However, they also wanted the Commission to confirm that

groundwater concerns could constitute a legitimate cause for delay.

Response. It is important for all aspects of reclamation to be

addressed in one plan so that potential interactions of various activities can

be accounted for and that reclamation can be planned for overall efficiency.

Nonetheless, all aspects of a reclamation plan would not necessarily be

approved at the same time. Past licensing practice has not necessarily

required all details of reclamation planning to be in one document; however,

approvals of activities have included consideration of impacts to other

aspects of reclamation. The NRC would not necessarily prevent licensees from

continuing surface reclamation until groundwater issues are resolved. |

However, the words "the need for consistency with rnndatory requirements of

other regulatory programs," in the definition of "as expeditiously as

practicable considering technological feasibility" makes it clear that
!

groundwater concerns could constitute a legitimate cause for delay. Whether

or not a groundwater issue would be considered a legitimate cause for delay of

radon control measures under paragraph (1) of Criterlon 6A would depend on the

nature of the interaction of the various reclamation activities in a

particular case.
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Criterion 6A, paragraph (2) - Special criteria for approval of delays

.

Comment. Two commenters stated that paragraph (2) of Criterion 6A does

not fully implement the settlement agreement. They stated that the settlement

agreement and 40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(iii) include delay of interim milestones for

reason of cast not just the dates for completion of the final radon barrier.

These same commenters were concerned that it was not clear from paragraph (2)

of Criterton 6A that deadlines for milestones could also be extended because

of factors beyond the control of the licensee and also expressed strong

agreement with the statement that there is "no need for complex justifications

for delaying completion of reclamation" if the licensee demonstrates that the

site meets 20 pCi/m's prior to final closure. These two commenters also
F

stated that the intent of the settlement agreement is that interim milestones

may be changed without meeting 20 pCi/m*s, if there is no delay in final

closure date. On this subject, the EPA specifically supported paragraph (2)

of Criterion 6A as drafted. The EPA also specifically confirmed our

interpretation of its amendments to 40 CFR part 192 in this regard and

clarified that there may be other instances under which NRC may reconsider a

date established for completion of a milestone. The EPA also stated in its

comments that the alternative interpretation of its proposed amendments

suggested in the Commission's preamble to its proposed rule (that meeting the

20 pCi/m"s " flux standard" might be required in all cases) was incorrect.

Response. The Commission does not agree that the words "or relevant

milestone" in section III.2.j of the settlement agreement and

40 CFR 192,32(a)(3)(iii)- should be interpreted to mean that these paragraphs

address delay of interim mi?estones for reason of cost. Also, approvals of
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extensions of interim milestones without meeting 20 pCi/m's are not

necessarily limited to cases where there is no delay in final closure date.

Paragraph (2) of Criterion 6A and 40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(ii) and (iii) set

forth specific criteria for extensions of deadlines under certain

circumstances. These provisions do not cover all circumstances under which

extensions may be approved. This interpretation was confirmed by EPA in the

preamble of its final rule and in its comments submitted on NRC's proposed

rule. All other approvals of extensions must be made under paragraph (1) of

Criterfon 6A through applying all of the concepts involved in the requirement

for completion of the final radon barrier "as expeditiously as practicable

considering technological feasibility" (including within its definition

" factors beyond the control of the licensee"). This was stressed in EPA's

final rule notice of November 15, 1993, at 58 FR 60351. In response to a

commenter that noted that NRC or an Agreement State may extend the date for

emplacement of the radon barrier based on " factors beyond the control of the

licensee" as that term is implicit in the definition of "as expeditiously as ;

possible," EPA stated in part that "there is no bar to NRC or an Agreement
>

State reconsidering a prior decision establishing a date for emplacement of

the radon barrier that meets the standard of 'as expeditiously as possible.'

Such reconsideration could, for example, be based on the existence of factors

beyond the control of the licensee, or on a change in any of the various

factors that must be considered in establishing a date that meets the 'as

expeditiously as practicable' standard of 6192.32(a)(3)(1). However EPA

stresses that such a change in circumstances would not automatically lead to
1

an extension. It would be incumbent on NRC or an Agreement State to evaluate
'

all of the factors relevant under 5192.32(a)(3)(i) before it could change a
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previously established milestone or date for the emplacement of the final
,

barrier, and any new date would have to meet the standard set out in

5192.32(a)(3)(1)." The comparable standard in this NRC rule is set out in

paragraph (1) of Criterion 6A.

Criterion 6A, paragraph (3) - Continuing disposal during closure

Comment. Some commenters noted that Criterien 64, paragraph 3, as

proposed, was inconsistent with the final EPA rule. Some also suggested.that

it was inconsistent with the settlement agreement, could lead to premature

closure, and would require radon monitoring during closure. One commenter

said that "during closure activities" does not include the period after

emplacement of the final radon barrier according to the EPA rule and the.

settlement agreement, and that the intent should be that "once the final radon

barrier has been placed over the impoundment, excluding the area receiving

byproduct material, the ' closure process' ceases." Two of the commenters

specifically agreed with the interpretation that "during closure activities"

could. include the period after emplacement of the final radon barrier and

wanted the NRC to confirm this so that similar materials would still be

allowed at that time. These two commenters did not want paragraph (3) of

Criterion 6A to require an opportunity for public participation in approving

acceptance of byproduct material "during closure." The EPA submitted

suggested revisions to make final paragraph (3) of Criterion 6A consistent

with the final amendments in 40 CFR 192.32(a)(3)(iv) and (v).

Response. EPA,.in its proposed revision of 40 CFR part 192, subpart D,

combined the provisions of sections III.2.c (i) and (ii) of the settlement
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agreement in one paragraph. In so doing, EPA, apparently inadvertently,

differed somewhat from the settlement agreement but modified the final rule so

that it is now consistent with the settlement agreement. The Commission must

conform appendix A to 40 CFR part 192, as adopted, and has thus revised its

final rule accordingly. The differences from the proposed rule are that

(1) materials similar to byproduct material will not be approved for continued

disposal after the verification of radon flux levels and (2) an opportunity

for.public participation will not specifically be provided in the case of

continued disposal during closure prior to this point in time. Note, however,

opportunity for public participation exists in any case under-10 CFR part 2,

subpart L. The exact words suggested in EPA's comments have not been used but .

the revisions are substantively the same. The reasons for differing are the,

same as when the proposed rule was drafted: (1) the term " closure" in

appendix A has a broader meaning than the scope of EPA's rule, and (2) the

final radon barrier is not absolutely complete while disposal is continuing

even though it may be adequate to demonstrate that average radon release

levels meet the 20 pCi/m*s " flux standard."

Misce 11aneous comments

Comment. One State commenter strongly recommended that NRC offer

guidance (not necessarily in the rule) on paragraph (3) of Criterion 6A on
;

what materials are appropriately similar. The commenter suggested i

!

specification of limits to the range of variation of a critical property or I

concentration or activity.

|

1
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Response. Guidance on considerations for the approval of disposal of

non-11e(2) materials in tailings impoundments was published May 13, 1992

(57 FR 20525). This notice also presented a staff analysis on which the

guidance is based and requested public comment to be considered in a decision

on whether the guidance should be revised.

Comment. Two commenters stated, for the record, that they agreed with

NRC that the implementation details of EPA's 40 CFR part 192, subpart D, are a

special case and go beyond " generally applicable standards," and that these

provisions should not set a precedent with regard to what constitutes a

generally applicable standard. They contended that certain aspects of

subpart D exceed EPA's statutory authority.

Response. The Commission noted in the preamble of the proposed rule '

that the nature of the revisions to 40 CFR part 192, subpart D, were

influenced by the settlement agreement, that the settlement agreement included

considerable detail concerning the specifics of the regulations that were to

be developed, and that apparently as a result of this, 40 CFR part 192,

subpart D, includes numerous details of implementation. The Commission also

stated its view, which it still holds, that the inclusion of these

implementation details is a special case because of the settlement agreement

and does not establish any precedent with regard to what constitutes a

generally applicable standard. With regard to the question of the limits of

EPA's statutory authority, any challenge to EPA's authority to issue the

November 15, 1993, final amendments to 40 CFR part 192 is outside the scope of '

this conforming action. -
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Coment. The AMC stated that even if the Commission makes this rule' a !

Division 2 matter of compatibility, AMC will return to litigation if an
lAgreement State adopts more stringent provisions. !

Response. UMTRCA provides the States an option for alternative, more 1

stringent standards. The settlement agreement cannot eliminate this option.

However, notice for comment and approval by NRC is required and AMC can raise |

appropriate issues at that time should a State propose more stringent

standards. The Division 2 matter of compatibility is maintained.

Coment . The AMC contended that some statements in the preamble to the

proposed rule were in error or in need of clarification. Among these

contentions were that the summary of bases for AMC's challenge to subpart T

implied that the limited bases mentioned were all inclusive. |

'

Response. The primary bases for the various litigants' challenges were

mentioned in a brief historical summary that was not presented as a complete

background. The EPA's various notices are referenced in the background

section of this notice for more details concerning subpart T and the related

litigation.

Coment. AMC also stated that NRC had implied that EPA could not

rescind subpart T if the planned rulemakings were not completed, arguing that

EPA has adequate bases to. rescind absent these rulemakings.

Response. NRC did not mean to imply that EPA could not rescind

subpart T absent the planned rulemakings. However, EPA had made statements

that it would not rescind subpart T unless comparable provisions were added to

40 CFR part 192 and 10 CFR part 40.

Coment . The AMC also stated that the timeliness of decommissioning

rule should not have been suggested as in any way relevant and requested that
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NRC. note that Chairman Selin is on record suggesting that a. blanket exemption-

of uranium recovery facilities may make sense.

Response. Final action on the proposed NRC rule to require timeliness

'in decommissioning (January 13,1993; 58 FR 4099) would be expected to impact

the timing of decommissioning of the mill, not necessarily the timing of the

impoundment going from operational status to closure. (" Closure" in

appendix A does include both decommissioning of the mill and reclamation of

the tailings and/or waste disposal areas.) If subpart T is rescinded, there-
-

will be no regulatory requirement for the tailings impoundment to change from

operational to non-operational status within any specified time'after the mill

ceases operation. The definition of " operational" in subpart T would have

restricted the continued use of the impoundment for extended periods after'the:

associated mill was decommissioned.

No comments were received on the regulatory analysis or' the

environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact.

Conclusion

As indicated in the responses to the comments, the Commission has

decided to adopt the rule as proposed with minor modifications, which consist

of revisions to conform to the final effective amendments to 40 CFR part 192

and clarifications.

1
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Finding of No Significant Environmental

Impact: Availability

1
:

The Commission has determined under the National Environmental Policy |

JAct of 1969, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in subpart A of-

10 CFR part 51, that this rule is not a major Federal action significantly

affecting the quality of the human environment and therefore an environmental-

impact statement is not required. This final rule requires that enforceable

dates be established for certain interim milestones and completion of the
:

final radon barrier on non-operational mill tailings piles through an approved

reclamation plan and that a determination of the radon flux levels be made to

verify compliance with the existing design standard for the final radon

barrier. It is intended to better assure that the final radon barrier is

completed in a timely manner and is adequately constructed to comply with the
'

applicable design standard. Thus, it provides an additional assurance that

public health and the environment are adequately protected. Because the final

rule is not expected to change the basic procedures or construction of the

radon barrier, there should be no adverse environmental impacts. The

, environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact on which this

determination is based are available for inspection at the NRC Public Document i

Room, 2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC. Single copies of the

; environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact are available

from Catherine R. Mattsen, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, )
.

Washington, DC 20555, Phone: (301) 492-3638.
.
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Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

.

This final rule amends information collection requirements that are

subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).
,

These requirements were approved by the Office of Management and Budget

approval number 3150-0020.

Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated

to average 156 hours per response, including the time for reviewing

instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the

data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send

comments regarding this burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection

of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the

Information and Records Management Branch (MNBB-7714), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC 20555; and to the Desk Officer, Office of

Information and Regulatory Affairs, NE0B-3019 -(3150-0020), Office of

Management and Budget, Washington, DC 20503.

Regulatory Analysis

.

The Commission has prepared a regulatory analysis on this final

regulation. The analysis examines the costs and benefits of the alternatives

considered by the Commission. The analysis is available for inspection in the

NRC Public Document Room, 2120 L Street NW. (Lower Level), Washington, DC.

Single copies of the analysis may be obtained from Catherine R. Mattsen, U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555, (301) 492-3638.

.
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Regulatory Flexibility Certification .)
1

. |-

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of'1980, (5 U.S.C. j
605(b)), the Commission certifies that this rule will not have a significant

i

economic impact' on a substantial number of small entities. There are only 19

NRC uranium mill lfcensces. Almost all of these mills are owned by large

corporations. Although a few J the mills are partly-owned by companies that .l
1

might qualify as small businesses under the Small Business Administration size l

standards, the Regulatory Flexibility Act incorporates the definition of small

business presented in the Small Business Act. Under this definition, a small

business is one that is independently owned and operated and is not dominant I
;

in its field. Because these mills are not independently owned, they do not |
|

qualify as small entities. :

List of Subjects in 10 CFR part 40

Criminal penalties, Government contracts, Hazardous materials

transportation, Nuclear materials, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements,.
,

Source material, Uranium.

|

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended; the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974,
..

as amended; and 5 U.S.C. 552 and 553; the NRC is adopting the following

amendments to 10 CFR part 40,
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PART 40--LICENSING OF SOURCE MATERIAL

1. The authority citation for part 40 continues to read as follows:
4

|

AUTHORITY: Secs. 62, 63, 64, 65, 81, 161, 182, 183, 186, 68 Stat. 932, |

933, 935, 948, 953, 954, 955, as amended, secs. lle(2), 83, 84, Pub. L. 95- |

604, 92 Stat. 3033, as amended, 3039, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 444, as amended (42

U.S.C. 2014(e)(2), 2092, 2093, 2094, 2095, 2111, 2113, 2114, 2201, 2232, 2233,
.

2236, 2282); sec. 274, Pub. L. 86-373, 73 Stat. 688 (42 U.S.C. 2021); secs.

201, as amended, 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1242, as amended, 1244, 1246 (42 U.S.C.

5841, 5842, 5846); sec. 275, 92 Stat. 3021, as amended by Pub. L. 97-415, 96

Stat. 2067 (42 U.S.C. 2022).

Section 40.7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-601, sec. 10, 92 Stat. 2951

(42 U.S.C. 5851). Section 40.31(g) also issued under sec. 122, 68 Stat. 939

(42 U.S.C. 2152). Section 40.46 also issued under sec. 184, 68 Stat. 954, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Section 40.71 also issued under sec.187, 68 Stat. *

955 (42 U.S.C. 2237).

2. In appendix A, add the definitions of as exceditiously as

practicable considerino technolooical feasibility, available technoloov,

factors beyond the control of the licensee, final raden barrier, milestone,
| operation, and reclamation plan to the Introduction in alphabetical order;

revise Criterion 6; and add Criterion 6A to read as follows:

Appendix A to Part 40--Criteria Relating to the Operation of Uranium Mills and

the Disposition of Tailings or Wastes Produced by the Extraction or
!
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Concentration of Source Material From Ores Processed Primarily for Their j

i

Source Material Content i

. .!;

)

Introductlon.

* * * * * ;

As exoeditiously as oracticable considerina technolooical feasibility, ,

for the purposes of Criterion 6A, means as quickly as possible considering:

the physical characteristics of the tailings and the site; the limits of

available technoloav; the need for consistency with mandatory requirements of

other regulatory programs; and factors beyond the control of the licensee.

The phrase permits consideration of the cost of compliance only to the extent

specifically provided for by use of the term available technoloav. *

Available technoloav means technologies and methods for emplacing a

final radon barrier on uranium mill tailings piles or impoundments. This term

shall not be construed to include extraordinary measures or techniques that

would impose costs that are grossly excessive as measured by practice within

the industry (or one that is reasonably analogous),'(such as, by way of.

illustration only, unreasonable overtime, staffing, or transportation

requirements, etc., considering normal practice in the industry; laser fusion

of soils, etc.), provided there is reasonable progress toward emplacement of

the final radon barrier. To determine grossly excessive costs, the relevant 1

baseline against which cost shall be compared is the cost estimate for

tailings impoundment closure contained in the licensee''s approved reclamation
\

plan, but costs beyond these estimates shall not automatically be considered
'

grossly excessive.

* * * * *

1
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Factors beyond the control of the licensee means factors proximately

causing delay in meeting the schedule in the applicable reclamation plan.for

the timely emplacement of the final radon barrier notwithstanding the good

faith efforts of the licensee to complete the barrier in compliance with

paragraph (1) of Criterion 6A. These factors may include, but are not limited

to--

(1) Physical conditions at the site;

(2) Inclement weather or climatic conditions;

(3) An act of God;

(4) An act of war;

(5) A judicial or administrative order or decision, or change to the

statutory, regulatory, or other legal requirements applicable to the '

licensee's facility that would preclude or delay the performance of activities

required for compliance;

(6) Labor disturbances;

(7) Any modifications, cessation or delay ordered by State, Federal, or

local agencies;

(8) Delays beyond the time reasonably required in obtaining necessary

government. permits, licenses, approvals, or consent for activities described

in the reclamation plan proposed by the licensee that result from agency
,

failure to take final action after the licensee has made a good faith, timely

effort to submit legally sufficient applications, responses to requests >

(including relevant data requested by the agencies), or' other information,

including approval of the reclamation plan; and

(9) An act or omission of any third party over whom the licensee has'no

control.
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i

Final radon barrier means the earthen cover (or approved alternative

cover) over tailings or waste constructed to comply with Criterion 6 of this

appendix (excluding erosion protection features).

* * * * *

Milestone means an action or event that is required to occur by an .)
enforceable date.

I
* * * * *

I

Operation means that a uranium or thorium mill-tailings pile or !

impoundment is being used for the continued placement of byproduct material or

is in standby status for such placement. A pile or impoundment is in
.

operation from the day that byproduct material is first placed in the pile or

impoundment until the day final closure begins. I'

* * * * *

*

Reclamation olan, for the purposes of Criterion 6A, means the plan

detailing activities to accomplish reclamation of the tailings or waste

disposal area in accordance with the technical criteria of this appendix. The

reclamation plan must include a schedule for reclamation milestones that are

key to the completion of the final radon barrier including as appropriate, but

not limited to, wind blown tailings retrieval and placement on the pile,

interim stabilization (including dewatering or the removal of freestanding

liquids and recontouring), and final radon barrier construction. (Reclamation

of tailings must also be addressed in the closure plan; the detailed

reclamation plan may be incorporated into the closure plan.)
* * * * *
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Criterion 6 (1) In disposing of waste byproduct material, licensees

shall place an earthen cover (or approved alternative) over tailings or wastes

at the end of milling operations and shall close the waste disposal area in

accordance with a design' which provides reasonable assurance of control of

radiological hazards to (i) be effective for 1,000 years, to the extent

reasonably achievable, and, in any case, for at least 200 years, and

(ii) limit releases of radon-222 from uranium byproduct materials, and radon-

220 from thorium byproduct materials, to the atmosphere so as not to exceed an
_

average * release rate of 20 picocuries per square meter per second (pCi/m's)

to the extent practicable throughout the effective design life determined

pursuant to (1)(i) of this Criterion. In computing required tailings cover

thicknesses, moisture in soils in excess of amounts found normally in similar

soils in similar circumstances may not be considered. Direct gamma exposure

from the tailings or wastes should be reduced to background levels. The

effects of any thin synthetic layer may not be taken into account in

determining the calculated radon exhalation level. If non-soil materials are

proposed as cover materials, it must be demonstrated that these materials will

not crack or degrade by differential settlement, weathering, or other

mechanism, over long-term intervals.

* In the case of thorium byproduct materials, the standard applies only
to design. Monitoring for radon emissions from thorium byproduct materials
after installation of an appropriately designed cover is not required.

* This average applies to the entire surface of each disposal area over a.
period of at least one year, but a period short compared to 100 years. Radon
will come from both byproduct materials and from covering materials. Radon
emissions from covering materials should be estimated as part of developing a
closure plan for each site. The standard, however, applies only to emissions
from byproduct materials to the atmosphere.
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(2) As soon as reasonably achievable after emplacement of'the final

cover to limit releases of radon-222 from uranium byproduct material and prior

. to placement of erosion protection barriers or other features necessary for

long-term control of the tailings, the licensee shall verify through

appropriate. testing and analysis that the design and construction of the final

radon barrier is effective in limiting releases of radon-222 to a level not

exceeding 20 pCi/m's averaged over the entire pile or impoundment using the'

procedures described in 40 CFR part 61, appendix B, Method 115, or another

method of verification approved by the Commission as being at least as
!

effective in demonstrating the effectiveness of the final radon barrier.

(3) When phased emplacement of the final radon barrier is included in
i

the applicable reclamation plan, the verification of radon-222 release rates

required in paragraph (2) of this criterion must be conducted for each portion i

of the pile or impoundment as the final radon barrier for that portion is 1

1emplaced.

H

(4) Within ninety days of the completion of all testing and analysis
j

relevant to the required verification in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this'

criterion, the uranium mill licensee shall report to the Commission the I

results detailing the actions taken to verify that levels of release of radon-

222 do not exceed 20 pCi/m*s when averaged over the entire pile or

impoundment. The . licensee shall maintain records until termination of the
;

license documenting the source of input parameters including the results of

all measurements on which they are based, the calculations and/or analytical

methods used to derive values for input parameters, and the procedure used to

determine compliance. These records shall be kept in a form suitable for
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transfer to the custodial agency at the time of transfer of the site to DOE or

a State for.long-term care if requested.

(5) Near surfacc cover materials (i.e., within the top three-meters) may

not include waste or rock ~that contains elevated levels of radium; soils used

for near surface cover must be essentially the same, as far as radioactivity

is concerned, as that of surrounding surface soils. This is to ensure that

surface radon exhalation is not significantly above background because of the

cover material itself.

(6) The design requirements in this criterion for longevity and control

of radon releases apply to any portion of a licensed and/or disposal site

unless such portion contains a concentration of radium in land, averaged over

areas of 100 square meters, which, as a result of byproduct material, does not

exceed the background level by more than: (1) 5 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) of -

radium-226, or, in the case of thorium byproduct material, radium-228,

averaged over the first 15 centimeters (cm) below the surface, and (ii)

15 pCi/g af radium-226, or, in the case of thorium byproduct material, radium-

228, averaged over 15-cm thick layers more than 15 cm below the surface.

(7) The licensee shall also address the nonradiological hazards

associated with the wastes in planning and implementing closure. The licensee

shall ensure that disposal areas are closed in a manrer that minimizes the

need for further maintenance. To the extent necessary to prevent threats to

human health and the environment, the licensee shall control, minimize, or

elininate post-closure escape of nonradiological hazardous constituents,

leachate, contaminated rainwater, or waste decomposition products to the

ground or surface waters or to the atmosphere.
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Crfterfon 6A (1) For impoundments containing uranium byproduct

materials, the final radon barrier must be completed as expeditious 1v as

practicable considerino technolooical feasibility after the pile or ;

impoundment ceases operation in accordance with a written, Commission-approved

reclamation plan. (The term as expeditiousiv as oracticable considerina j
technolooical feasibility as specifically defined in the Introduction of this

appendix includes factors beyond the control of the licensee.) Deadlines for
.

completion of the final radon barrier and, if applicable, the following i

interim milestones must be established as a condition of the individual !
license: windblown tailings retrieval and placement on the pile and interim

stabilization (including dewatering or the removal of freestanding liquids !

and recontouring). The placement of erosion protection barriers or other

features necessary for long-term control of the tailings must also be I

completed in a timely manner in accordance with a written, Commission-approved

reclamation plan.

(2) The Commission may approve a licensee's request to extend the time.

for performance of milestones related to emplacement of the final radon

barrier if, after providing an opportunity for public participation, the

Commission finds that the licensee has adequately demonstrated in the manner

required in paragraph (2) of Criterion 6 that releases of radon-222 do not
.

es:ceed an average of 20 pCi/m's. If the delay is approved on the basis that

the radon releases do not exceed 20 pCi/m's, a verification of radon levels,

as required by paragraph (2) of Criterion 6, must be made annually during the

period of delay. In addition, once the Commission has established the date in

the reclamation plan for the milestone for completion of the final radon

barrier, the Commission may extend that date based on cost if, after providing

.
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an opportunity for public participation, the Commission finds that the

licensee is making good faith efforts to emplace the final radon barrier, the

delay is consistent with the definition of available technoloav, and the radon

releases caused by the delay will not result in a significant incremental risk

to the public health.

(3) The Commission may authorize by license amendment, upon licensee

request, a portion of the impoundment to accept uranium byproduct material or

such materials that are similar in physical, chemical, and radiological

characteristics to the uranium mill tailings and associated wastes already in

the pile or impoundment, from other sources, during the closure process. No

such authorization will be made if it results in a delay or impediment to

emplacement of the final radon barrier over the remainder of the impoundment'

in a manner that will achieve levels of radon-222 releases not exceeding

20 pC1/m's averaged over the entire impoundment. The verification required in

paragraph (2) of Criterion 6 may be completed with a portion of the

impoundment being used for further disposal if the Commission makes a final

finding that the impoundment will continue to achieve a level of radon-222
r

releases not exceeding 20 pCi/m's averaged over the entire impoundment. In

this case, after the final radon barrier is complete except for the continuing

disposal area, (a) only byproduct material will be authorized for disposal,

(b) the disposal will be limited to the specified existing disposal area, and

(c) this authorization will only be made after providing opportunity for

public participation. Reclamation of the disposal area, as appropriate, must
'

.

50 Enclosure 2
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be completed in a timely manner after disposal operations cease in accordance- H

with_ paragraph (1) of Criterion 6; however, these actions are not required _to !

be-complete as part of meeting the deadline for final radon barrier: i

construction.

,

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this_ day of 1994. '

,

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

i

>

Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretary _ of the Commission.

!

,

t

.

i

. ,

-i

:

.

:
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Reculatory Analysis.

.

Rule to Amend 10 CFR Part 40. Anoendix A

URANIUM MILL TAILINGS REGULATIONS; CONFORMING

NRC REQUIREMENTS TO EPA STANDARDS

1. Statement of the Problem

Cr/terion 6 of Appendix A to Part 40 requires the covering of mill

tailings to control the release of radon to the atmosphere, but before this

action did not specifically require timeliness in placing the final radon

barrier, nor a verification that tho final radon barrier, as constructed, was

effective in controlling radon emissions. The EPA has revised

40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D (to which Appendix A is required to conform) to add

such requirements in the case of uranium mill tailings impoundments.

2. Obiectivec

The objectives of EPA's revision to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D and this

conforming rule are: (1) to better assure that the health of the public is

protected from potential releases from uranium mill tailings facilities by

specifically requiring that the final radon barrier over the tailings be

completed as expeditiously as practicable considering technological
,

feasibility and that a verification be performed to demonstrate that the flux

levels of radon have been adequately controlled by the final radon barrier as

constructed, and (2) eliminate dual regulation by allowing the rescission of

1 Enclosure 3
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EPA's Clean Air Act requirements for non-operational, licensed uranium mill

tailings facilities.in 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart T.

3. Alternatives

The Commission is required by section 84a(2) of the Atomic Energy Act,

as amended, to conform its regulations governing uranium mill tailings to

40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D. The Commission has no alternative to rulemaking

to conform to the changes made.by EPA. The only discretionary aspects are

some details of implementation. EPA, however, has included in their revision

to 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D a considerable level of detail concerning

implementation, even though its rule is a generally applicable standard. EPA

took this approach in this particular case in order to be consistent with a

settlement agreement which they reached with a number of parties who had

challenged its Clean Air Act regulations in 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart T or its

stay of those regulations.

The primary implementation detail that this rule adds is a report of the

results of the radon measurement (or other method of verification of radon

flux) to NRC and a retention period for records pertaining to this
~

demonstration of radon flux levels of "until license termination." At license

termination, in this case, the responsibility for the site is transferred to a

State or to DOE.

The Commission has considered alternative regulatory text and has

attempted to conform substantively with EPA's rule while reducing ambiguity in

the wording to eliminate potential problems with implementation.

2 Enclosure 3
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4. Consecuences
,

EPA's rules in 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D and NRC's rules in Crf terion 6

of 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A contain a design standard for covers required to
|
|be placed over uranium mill tailings. This design standard is that the cover

be designed to control radon emissions so that the levels will not exceed

20 picocuries per square meter per second (pCi/m's) and that the cover be

effective in controlling radiological hazards for 1000 years, to the extent

reasonably achievable, and, in any case, for at least 200 years. This rule is

intended to provide a higher degree of assurance that the public is protected 1

from radon emissions from uranium mill tailings by adding a timeliness

requirement to assure that the cover to control radon releases is completed as

soon as is practicable and a requirement for a verification that the flux

levels after emplacement of the final radon barrier indeed meet the design I

standard.

The cost of an EPA measurement method (Method 115), which may be used

for this verification, has been estimated in EPA's Background Information

Document as $5,000-$6,000 per site, or as high as $10,000 if a contractor is

used to perform the testing. Report preparation associated with this

verification is estimated to cost $4410 and recordkeeping, $720. Requiring

records to be kept until the responsibility for the site is transferred to

government ownership is estimated to require essentially the same level of

effort as the five years specified in 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart T, which this

rule is basically intended to replace. The rule allows other alternative

methods of verification if approved by the Commission as being at least as

effective as EPA's method 115,

3 Enclosure 3
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The alternative of not specifying reporting or recordkeeping would not

reduce the effort, since some form of documentation is clearly necessary to

meet the requirement for verification of flux levels. This would only add

uncertainty concerning how to meet this requirement.

Although a reclamation plan is specified in this amendment, planning of

reclamation activities and obtaining approval of these plans was required by

previously existing regulations. These plans then become a condition of

license. The difference resulting from this action is the requirement that

dates for the completion of certain reclamation activities be established as a

condition of license. For currently non-operational sites, this process hasr

been taking place in the absence of this rule, also for the purpose of

| supporting the rescission of Subpart T of 40 CFR Part 61. For most of these

licensees, the establishment of these schedules in the license is complete.

Amendment of the reclamation plans would constitute an amendment of license in

any case. However, the specific criteria in this rule relating to the reasons i

for allowing extensions of time allowed for the completion of certain

activities could make this process more complicated.

However, indirect consequences of this rule will result if EPA completes

| action as planned to rescind Subpart T of 40 CFR Part 61: an overall reduction

in administrative effort, and potentially other costs of reclamation, with no

reduction in the degree of protection of the public health or the environment.

If the stay of Subpart T expires without final action taking place on the

rescission, all licensees with non-operational impoundments will have to

negotiate agreements with EPA on the schedule of reclamation activities in

addition to obtaining NRC approval of reclamation plans. Verification of '

4 Enclosure 3
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radon levels after construction of final radon barriers will also be required

but with reports to be made to EPA.

5. Decision Rationale

This final rule conforms with EPA's amendments to 40 CFR Part 192,

Subpart D as required by the Atomic Energy Act. The Commission also

considered the details of the settlement agreement in the development of this

rule. The settlement agreement dealt with specifics that naeded to be

addressed in this rule. Although MRC was not a signatory to the settlement

agreement, the Commission did agree in principle with it and agreed to abide

by it consistent with applicable law and available resources.

6. Imolementation

a) Schedule for Implementation

The final rule will be effective 30 days after publication in the
Federal Reaister,

b) Relationship to Other Existing or Proposed Requirements
;

As discussed above, this rule conforms to a rule promulgated on

November 15, 1993 (58 FR 60340) by EPA to amend 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D.

It also provides support to EPA's planned rescission of 40 CFR Part 61,
i

|
Subpart T with respect to non-operational, licensed uranium tailings

facilities.

|
1
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND_ FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT-IMPACT-
. >
>

AMENDMENT.TO 10 CFR PART 40, APPENDIX A H,

URANIUM MILL _ TAILINGS REGULATIONS; CONFORMING

NRC REQUIREMENTS TO EPA STANDARDS.
!

The Nuclear Regulatory Conmiission-is amending its regulations to add to the

requirement to cover uranium mill tailings to control radon emissions'a-

- provision for timeliness in completing the cover and'a one-time verification.

- that the cover is effective.

Environmental Assessment 'q
1

Identification of Action

Criterion 6 of Appendix A to Part 40 requires that uranium mill. tailings /be

covered in order to control-radon releases. This design stan'dard specifies '

that the radon released will not exceed 20.picocuries-per square meter per

second -(pC1/m's) and that'the cover is effective in controlling releasesfof;

-radon for 1000 years, to the extent reasonably achievable, and,'in any case,*

for at least 200 years. .-This action adds to the design-' standard in
'

Criterfon 6 a one time verification that the radon releases are, in fact,-

adequately controlled to meet the 20-pCi/m's standard 'for- radon. It also~ adds-

to Appendix A a Criterion 6A requifing timeliness in completing the cover

(referred to as'" final radon barrier"). These provisions;are intended to

8

-<
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conform NRC regulations governing uranium millotail%gs to 40 CFR Part 192,.
L . . .

.

15, 1993.Subpart D of EPA's regulations, as amended November
j

Need for the Action,

h
Section 84a(2) of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, requires the Commission

to conform its rules governing mill tiilings to EPA's generally applicable;

standards. The EPA recently. amended its applicable general-standard for,

uranium mill tailings (in 40.CFR Part 192, Subpart'D). In addition,.the EPA,

has proposed rescinding.its.' Clean Air Act requirements (in 40 CFR Part 61,.

Subpart T) pertaining to radon releases.from non-operational, licensed uranium ~ '

mill tailings impoundments, if it finds that the NRC program governing uranium-

mill tailings provides an ampit argin of safety to the public. The EPA has:
; tentatively found that the NRC program would be' adequate to allow rescission-

of 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart T, if NRC takes final action to conform its
e

regulations in Part 40 to the amendments to 40 CFR-Part 192, Subpart D

promulgated on November 15, 1993. This would eliminate dual regulation 'in

' this area.

Environmental Impacts of the Action

The primary timpact of this rulemaking is to provide further: assurance.that

- releases of radon from disposed uranium mill tailings will- be adequately:

Thus, it! rovides additional assurance' that public health ~and thecontrolled.- T

P

environment are adequately protected.
.

.
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The requirements for timeliness will not cause any change to the basic

procedures or construction of the radon barrier. The rule requires all

tailings reclamation letivities to be addressed in a single document, the

reclamation plan, so _that planning for radon control is properly integrated

with planning'for other aspect of tailings reclamation. This is to assure

that activities related to radon control do not adversely affect other

necessary reclamation activities. These provisions are intended to assure

that radon releases are reduced to the applicable allowable level for disposed

tailings in a timely manner. This could potentially result in reductions to

the total radon releases during closure.

The requirement for verification of the effectiveness of the final radon

barrier will likely involve a direct measurement of radon levels to assure

that the barrier, as constructed, has met the design standard. The rule

specifies that the verification take place as soon as reasonably achievable

after emplacement of the final barrier and prior to placement of the erosion

protection barriers or other features necessary for long-term control of the

tailings. This is so that erosion protection features such as riprap would

not need to be disturbed after emplacement in order to take radon

measurements. (Other methods of verification may be approved by the NRC in

accordance with this final rule.)

Based on these considerations, this action will not result in a significant

effect on the quality of the human environment.

3 Enclosure 4
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Alternatives to the Action

As required by Section 102(2)(E) of NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4322(2)(E)), possible

alternatives to the action have been considered. Because of the requirements

of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, to conform to EPA's generally applicable

standards, the only alternatives to be considered by the Commission are with

respact to some details of implementation.

As discussed above, the alternative of including planning for all reclamation

activities in a single document for approval was chosen over the alternative

of having a plan specified with only the minimum number of activities required

to conform to EPA's rule. This was considered more efficient and would assore

that these activities are planned appropriately considering all of the

necessary reclamation activities. Assuring that radon control activities do

not adversely affect other aspects of reclamation should minimize the

environmental impacts of tailings disposal.

The rule adds details concerning reports and recordkeeping associated with the

verification of radon levels. In order to satisfy the requirement for

verification of radon levels, documentation is essential. It would be more

efficient for the details of required documentation to be specified. The

specifics of this requirement and the other minor details of implementation

considered in this rule is not expected to have significant impact on the
~

environmental impacts of tailings disposal.

.

4 Enclosure 4
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Agencies and Persons Consulted

Consultation has been made with the EPA staff involved with the development of

the rule to which this rule is intended to conform. A draft proposed rule was

provided to the affected Agreement States (those licensing or having authority

to license uranium mill tailings fac',lities) of Colorado, Texas, Washington

and Illinois.

<

Finding of No Significant Impact

The Commission has determined under the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969, as amended, and the Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Part 51, that

this amendment to 10 CFR Part 40, Appendix A will not have a significant

effect on the quality of the human environment and that an environmental

impact statement is not required. This determination is based on the

foregoing environmental assessment performed in accordance with the procedures

and criteria in Part 51, " Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic :

Licensing and Related Regulatory Functions."

1
1

l

1

l
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DRAFT CONGRESSIONAL LETTER
t

j

!

!
.i

Dear Mr. Chairman:. A

In the near future, the Nuclear Regulatory Comm'ission-(NRC) intends: to send to i
the Office.of the Federal, Register for publication, the; enclosed final

3

amendment to the Commission's rules.in 10 CFR Part 40. The amendment will'
'

require' uranium mill licensees.to complete the required cover over non-- . --

operational tailings-impoundments to control radon releases- as expeditiously '

as practicable considering. technological feasibility and to perform a one time'- .

verification that' the radon barrier,.as' constructed, 'is effective. 'This final :
rule conforms the Commission's regulations governing ' uranium _ mill tailings .

-

-disposal .to recent amendments to the Environmental Protection . Agency's (EPA's) '

general environmental. standards :in 40 CFR Part 192, Subpart D. - The ultimate -
.;

intent of these revisions is to provide the ample margin of safety necessary. ~

for the EPA to rescind its' applicable National Emission-Standard for Hazardous
Air Pollutants (NESHAP's) in 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart T in'accordance with- ,

section 112(d)(9):of the Clean Air Act and_ eliminate dual regulation of this,
category of licensees. This rulemaking has been conducted in accordance with

~~

a Memorandum of Understanding between NRC, EPA,.and the_ Agreement States _.that
;'regS ate uranium mill tailings disposal on the Clean Air Act Standards in '

-

Subpart> T and W of 40'CFR Part 61 and a settlement agreement between EPA and
.

litigants On Subpart T and its stay. 1

Sincerely,

'-

Dennis K..Rathbun, Director-
Office of Congressional' Affairs ;

y-

Enclosure: '

Federal Register Notice
.

.
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DRAFT PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

.

NRC AMENDS URANIUM MILL TAILINGS REGULATIONS
TO CONFORM TO EPA STANDARDS

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is amending its

regulations governing the disposal of uranium mill tailings to

conform them to recent amendments of the Environmental Protection

Agency's generally-applicable standards, an action required by
,1

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

As adopted, the amendments add to previously existing

requirements to cover uranium mill tailinge to control the

release of radon, a requirement for timellAr.Fs in completing the
cover and a requirement to verify that the cetra" over the

tailings is effective in controlling the release of radon.

The Environmental Protection Agency also has proposed

rescinding similar requirements issued under the Clean Air'Act if

it finds that the NRC program in this area'provides an ample
margin of public safety. This would eliminate dual regulation of
this group of licensees and provide adequate protection of the

public from releases of radon from uranium mill tailings piles.
Before these amendments, the NRC required:

-- that an earthen cover (or approved alternative cover) be
placed over uranium mill tailings to control the release of-

radon-222 gases at the end of milling operations;'and
.-- that the earthen cover be designed to provide reasonable

assurance that releases of radon will not exceed an average of

1 Enclosure 6
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,

20 picocuries per square meter per second and that the barrier be

effective in controlling radon releases for 1,000 years to the
extent reasonably achievable and, in any case, for at least 200

years.

As a result of this action, the agency now also requires:
-- that the emplacement of the earthen cover be carried out

in accordance with a written, NRC-approved plan that includes

enforceable dates for the completion of key reclamation

activities (milestones);

-- that the plan must provide for the completion of the

final radon barrier as expeditiously as is practicable

considering technological feasibility after the pile or '

impoundment ceases operation;

-- that testing and analysis must be carried out to verify
that releases of radon do not exceed an average of-20 picocuries
per square meter per second;

-- and that erosion protection features must also be

completed in a timely manner;

-- for specified non-operational uranium mill tailings
impoundments, there would be a goal of completing the final radon

barrier by December 31, 1997, and for all other impoundments,

seven years after the date on which the impoundments cease

operation.

The amendment to Part 40 of the NRC's regulations will

become effective on (date 30 days after publication).

2 Enclosure 6
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2. In appendix A, add the definitions of as expeditiousiv as oracticable

gonsiderina technolooical feasibility, available technoloav, factors beyond

the control of the licensee, final radon barrier, milestang, operation, and

reclamation olan to the Introductfon in alphabetical order; revise

Criterion 6; and add Criterion 6A to read as follows:

Appendix A to Part 40--Criteria Relating to the Operation of Uranium Mills and

the Disposition of Tailings or Wastes Produced by the Extraction er

Concentration of Source Material From Ores Processed Primarily for Their

Source Material Content

Introduction.

* * * * *

As expeditiousiv as oracticable considerina technolooical feasibilit.y,

for the purposes of Criterion 6A, means as quickly as possible considering:

the physical characteristics of the tailings and the site; the limits of

available technoloav; the need for consistency with mandatory requirements of

other regulatory programs; and factors beyond the control 'of the licensee.

The phrase permits consideration of the cost of compliance only to the extent

specifically provided for by use of the term available technoloav.

Available technoloov means technologies and methods for emplacing a

final radon barrier on uranium mill tailings piles or impoundments. This term

shall not be construed to include extraordinary measures or techniques that

would impose costs that are grossly excessive as measured by practice within

the industry (or one that is reasonably analogous),[[[u[(h]sj[[6j3f[p]

1 Enclosure 7
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[olfroff4
final radon barrier means the earthen cover (or approved alternative

cover) over tailings or waste constructed to comply with Criterion 6 of this

appendix (excluding erosion protection features).
* * * * *

Milestone means an action or event that.is required to occur by an

enforceable date.

* * * * *

Operation means that a uranium or thorium mill tailings pile or

impoundment is being used for the continued placement of byproduct material or

is in standby status for such placement. A pile or impoundment is in

operation from the day that byproduct material is first placed in the pile or

impoundment until.the day final closure begins.

* * * * *

-Reclamation olan, for the purposes of Criterion 6A, means the plan

detailing activities to accomplish. reclamation of the tailings or waste

disposal area in accordance with the technical criteria of this appendix. The

reclamation plan must include a schedule for key-reclamation milestonej
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as appropriate, but not limited to, wind blown tailings retrieval and

placement on the pile, interim stabilization (including dewatering or the

removal of freestanding liquids and recontouring), and final radon barrier

construction. (Reclamation of tailings must also be addressed in the closure

plan; the detailed reclamation plan may be incorporated into the closure

plan.)

* * * * *
_

.

Criterion 6 (1) In disposing of waste byprodnet materia!, licensees
I shall place an earthen cover (or approved alternative) over tailings or wastes

at the end of milling operations and shall close the waste disposal area in

accordance with a design * which pravides reasonable assurance of control of

radiological hazards to (1) be effective for 1,000 years, to the extent

reasonably achievable, and, in any case, for at least 200 years, and

(ii) limit releases of radon-222 from uranium byproduct materials, and radon-

220 from thorium byproduct materials, to the atmosphere so as not to exceed an

average" release rate of 20 picocuries per square meter per second (pci/m's)

to the extent practicable throughout the effective design life determined

pursuant to (1)(i) of this Criterion. In computing required tailings cover

* In the case of thorium byproduct materials, the standard applies only
to design. Monitoring for radon emissions from thorium byproduct materials
after installation of an appropriately designed cover is not required.

.

* This average applies to the entire surface of each disposal area over a
period of at least one year, but a period short compared to 100 years. Radon
will come from both byproduct materials and from covering materials. Radon
emissions from covering materials should be estimated as part of developing a
closure plan for each site. The standard, however, applies only to emissions
from byproduct materials to the atmosphere.
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thicknesses, moisture in soils in excess of amounts found normally in similar

soils in similar circumstances may not be considered. Direct gamma exposure

from the tailings or wastes should be reduced to background levels. The

effects of any thin synthetic layer may not be taken into account in

determining the calculated radon exhalation level. If non-soil materials are

proposed as cover materials, it must be demonstrated that these materials will

not crack or degrade by differential settlement, weathering, or other

mechanism, over long-term intervals.

(2) As soon as reasonably achievable after emplacement of the final

cover to limit releases of radon-222 from uranium byproduct material and prior

to placement of erosion protection barriers or other features necessary for

long-term control of the tailings, the licensee shall verify through '

appropriate testing and analysis that the design and construction of the final
|

radon barrier is effective in limiting releases of radon-222 to a level not

exceeding 20 pCi/m*s[iVifij@3}M{SXejMiif@Q$QJU@inih[t' using the

procedures described in 40 CFR part 61, appendix B, Method 115, or another

method of verification approved by the Commission a's being at least as

effective in demonstrating the effectiveness of the final radon barrier.

(3) When phased emplacement of the final radon barrier is included in

the applicable reclamation plan, the verification of radon-222 release rates

required in paragraph (2) of this criterion must be conducted for each portion

of the pile or impoundment as the final radon barrier'for that portion is

emplaced.
,

(4) Within ninety days of the completion of Ell![Qjt]]j@jQ@]Mj]

[535N5$[$f52itherequiredverificationinparagraphs(2)and(3)ofthis

criterion, the uranium mill licensee shall report to the Commission the

5 Enclosure 7
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results Of the te: ting : d :::ly:i:, detailing the actions taken to verify

that levels of release of radon-222 do not exceed 20 pCi/m's@MitnDM

byerathelenureipjl@@goyLdmJnj. The licensee shall maintain records

until termination of the license documenting the source of input parameters

including the results of all measurements on which they are based, the

calculations and/or analytical methods used to derive values for input

parameters, and the procedure used to determine compliance. These records

shall be kept in a form suitable for transfer to the custodial agency at the'

time of transfer of the site to DOE or a State for long-term care if

requested.

(5) Near surface cover materials (i.e., within the top three meters) may

not include waste or rock that contains elevated levels of radium; soils used

for near surface cover must be essentially the same, as far as radioactivity

is concerned, as that of surrounding surface soils. This is to ensure that

surface radon exhalation is not significantly above background because of the

cover material itself.

(6) The design requirements in this criterion for longevity and control

of radon releases apply to any portion of a licensed and/or disposal site

unless such portion contains a concentration of radium in land, averaged over

areas of 100 square meters, which, as a result of byproduct material, does not

exceed the background level by more than: (i) 5 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) of

radium-226, or, in the case of thorium byproduct material, radium-228,

averaged over the first 15 centimeters (cm) below the surface, and (ii)

15 pCi/g of radium-226, or, in the case of thorium byproduct material, radium-

228, averaged over 15-cm thick layers more than 15 cm below the surface.
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(7) The licensee shall also address the nonradiological hazards

associated with the wastes in planning and implementing closure. The licensee

shall ensure that disposal areas are closed in a manner that minimizes the

need for further maintenance. To the extent necessary to prevent threats to

human health and the environment, the licensee shall control, minimize, or

eliminate post-closure escape of nonradiological hazardous constituents,

leachate, contaminated rainwater, or waste decomposition products to the

ground or surface waters or to the atmosphere.

Criterion 6A (1) For impoundments containing uranium byproduct

materials, ::ti:n: rc:;uired t: :hieve::mpliancewithCriteries(tR[fM
[Ed3IF@r~r]H must be completed as as exoeditiousiv as oracticable considerino

technolooical feasibility after the pile or impoundment ceases operationr-
! %ese-eentreh must L: ::rried ed in accordance with a written, Commission-

approved reclamation plan. Ehaltermyas eerned1TTBlisTFasvora cHEEFri

ton s ide rina5 t echnoTooi caffe nsi b fiTfWisispecRTdIDXdgjedHiEf5

7ntroddeffoniofitMgappoggjWcTu[dEfjjiorggH@ilh~gfoMTI6G$

UcenseeEDeadlines for completion of the final radon barrier and, if

applicable, the following key-interim milestone [ ::tivitics must be

established as a c.ondition of the individual license: windblown tailings

retrieval and placement on the piled $$ interim stabilizationcdewatering,

and recente W Enc R Fif@[la W M MgW @ g [ff M l @ T f.[n Tg M ju M

Ens 9P19AdR91 E14EggepffoRegsfildsficWQBf@Mffjf;
raftwiirnecesaretkaina@NEHEstM3rmisIginnig
fHii1 TEE 0EE9]Emerad3Ac3c rdanTNhy*nHIBMiisKilshiana914f
Ee il ii[ @ E rel i G
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(2) The Commission may approve a licensee's request to extend the time

for performance of milestones MaiteWistlofstheWinilWodn
barrier 31f, after providing an opportunity for public participation, the

Comission finds that the licensee has adequately demonstrated in the manner

required in paragraph (2) of Criterion 6 that releases of radon-222 do not

exceed an average of 20 pCi/m's. If the delay is approved on the basis that

the radon releases do not exceed 20 pCi/m's, a verification of radon levels,

as required by paragraph (2) of Crf terion 6, must be made annually during the
_

period of delay. In addition, once the Comission has established the date in

the reclamation plan for the milestone for completion of the final radon

barrier, the Comission may extend that date based on cost if, after providing

an opportunity for public participation, the Comission finds that the

licensee is making good faith efforts to emplace the final radon barrier, the

delay is consistent with the definition of available technoloQY, and the radon

releases caused by the delay will not result in a significant incremental risk

to the public health.

(3) The Comission may authorize by license amendment, upon licensee
'

request, a portion of the impoundment to accept uranium byproduct material or

such materials that are similar in physical, chemical, and radiological

characteristics to the uranium mill tailings and associated wastes already in

the pile or impoundment, from other sources, during the closure process. %4s

authorization ::y netWilLIETiiTMoMii[[MQ1 be made if it results in a

delay or impediment to emplacement of the final radon barrier over the

remainder of the impoundment in a manner that will achieve levels of radon-222

releases not exceeding 20 pCi/m's averaged over the entire impoundment.

Authoriz tion t: rc :in ::::::ible will only bc ::d: cfter providing
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Opp:rtunity f:r public p;rticip:ti:n. The verification required in paragraph.
]

>

.

-(2) of Crf terion-6 may be completed with a portion of the impoundment being - )
used for further disposal if the Commission makes a final finding that the

!
:

impoundment will continue to achieve a level of radon-222 releases not

exceeding 20 pCi/m's averaged over the entire impoundment. . M |
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